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South Fultoniaris loin TA
Repair McKinney llo

One Of Kentucky's
1, Better Weekly Papors

South Fultonians, headed by Mayor
Rex Huddle, Tom Kelly and Kenneth Crews met to discuss the formation of • unified political group
to seek State and Federal usistance for the development of $outh
Fulton. Commissioner John leeks
concurred in the political approach
and was is attendance at the meeting.
McKinney Road is one of the
most Importing farm to market
arteries Into the City of South Fulton. Four of the city streets are
connected with the gravel road. It
is • school bus and mail route.
Governor Clement assured the
local group on two occasions during the convention that Highway
The petition for the road was the Commissioner Dave Pack would
outgrowth gi a meeting held last give the request high consideraThursday sight when sem 25 tion.

C

It political influence has any
bearing, the people of South Fulton
will soon have McKinney Read,
east from Highway 45 to naiOng
Road, paved and in ship-shape order.
Last week South Fulton Commissioner Harry Allison presented a
petition with 216 local names to
Governor Frank Clement seeking
repair of the road. Accompanying
Mr. Allison to the convention of
the Tenessee Municipal League in
Chattanooga, where the petition
was presented, were City Manager
Henry Dunn, and City Recorder
Emily Dame. Mrs. Dunn also was
in the party going to Chattanooga.
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Bob Mahan Is

Jo's1 Best Fisherman
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In Big Rodeo

Prim

Notebook
What a difference a sew Alden
on an ancient model typeogiter
makes! Now that I can see what
I'm writing, I led like spouting
off a little.
War

0111

Laziness!

What this country needs desperately is a war so laziness. I think
such a program would reduce by
half, maybe more, the funds needed to not poverty. To wit:
Last week a couple of kids, ten
and twelve, came to our house
while I was working on the yard.
They wanted to know If they mould
help. They could! I offered them
fifty cents an hour. They loved It
Next day, they called odapriy
and wanted to ksow if I coal use
them again. I could! But before
they could come back they said, I
bad to talk to their mother.
"Why?" I asked.
"Ste said you got to pay us 15.00
an hour."
I didn't talk with the mother for
fear of an explosion in my blood
pressure. The kids aren't working
The mother doesn't have to work
either.
She's on the public welfare rolls.
Yen; this is a Great Society.

Young fishermen of the area
lined the banks of Pepsi Lake in
Highlands Saturday in Use seventh
annual Jaycee-Pepsi Junior Fishing Rodeo, and galled out almost
8,060 fish during the two-hour contestFor the first time since the
Rodeo was inaugurated in 1960,
there was a tie for the grand
championship with Bob Mahan, Uyear.old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Mahan, and Donnie Lewis,
son of Mr and Mrs. Richard Lewis,
each catching 150 fish, for top
honors.
A sudden death "fish off" was
held, with Bob Mahan catching the
first fish to win the junior championship trophy. This was his second time to win the championship,
having taken top honors in the
1964 rodeo.
Previous winners have been:
Bob Boyd. 1950: James Bell, 1961;
Kay Greer, 1952; Virgil Harris,
111113; Bib Mahan, 1964; and Ilk&
by Dallas, 1985.
Winkle Ray, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Chides Ray, landed the
biggest fish, and Brent Ballow got
the second largest fish.
David Grissom woo the prise for
the smallest fish and Sherry King
caught the first fish.

Slew Down end DMI
Which brings me to the fact that
people are wasting their time telling me to slow down.
I couldn't imagine anything more
awesome than waking up of a
morning with my only outlook for
the day, the pursuit of personal
pleasure.
I dotal condemn such pursuits
understand, they're just not my
constant dish. In this respect I am
reminded of some quotations I
came across the other day:
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Union City Cafe Operator bnoula, Kills
Wife; Suicide Attempt Foiled By Police

Funeral Held
For Father Of
Bert T. Combs

Fulton High School
Majorettes Announced

a
Union City and Obion county police rushed into
avenue
house trailer behind East Main Gardens on Miles
suspect
about 4 Tuesday morning to capture a murder
with a
and climax a three-hour gun and tear gas battle
wounded Union City cafe operator.

Fulton City Schools Get
Summer School Grant
W. L. Holland, superintendent,
announced today that the Fulton
City School System has received
funds from the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act which
will be used for a seven week summer program. This is for children
who were enrolled in school in
grades one through eight for the
1965-66 school year. The program
is being completely financed by the
federal government without any
expense to the local board of education.
This project will include readinglibrary and health-recreation programs.
There will be many new books
for the library. These will be available for reading and checking out
throughout the summer. There will
be a reading program using comBea Jewel was
Mrs.
of
body
the
where
shows
McCow•n
Bob
—
Sheriff
materials - books,
new
pletely
WHERE BODY WAS FOUND
husband, G. H. Jewel
her
subdued
and
Tuesday
rn.
a.
about
4
trailer
her
horn*
found when police broke into
then fought off police for almost
Officers said Jewel shot himself three times after killing his wife and
Photo courtesy Union City Messenger
three beers before being captured.

Name's The Same!
So Editor Gets
Mayor's Mercy

$50,000 Grant
To Four-County
Area For Study

Roadblocks ordered during the
Sidney H. Woolner, Acting ReMemorial weekend by Mayor R. gional Director, Middle Atlantic
Gardner as part of • state-wide Regional Office, 0E0, announced
safety campaign, produced at today • grant of $50,175 to Ballard,
least one surprise for the mayor. Carlisle, Hickman and Fulton
Officers at one of the road Counties, Kentucky for a 9-month
blocks found that the mayor's Program Development program.
wife, had not renewed her drivThe applicant agency is the Miser's license since 1164.
sissippi River Area Development
Charges against Mrs. Gardner
Council, Inc., and the local share
and two others without Ikenses
of the grant is $5,706.
were dismissed Tuesday "AM
Working at the neighborhood,
the 'floatation that the/ take
Stet* Police written driver ex- county and area levels, a survey
will be made of the poverty areas
aminatirms.
in the four counties. Following this
an analysis will be made of the
existing organizations, and evaluations made of problems and needs.
After study of various operational
programs, the Mississippi River
Area Development Council will be
able to establish realistic priorities
for the attack on poverty.

Izmir Walton once said: Good
company in a journey makes the
way to seem the shorter. I might
add that friendships made on a
pleasant journey are a thing of
joy forever.
Those of us who made the trip
to Ecuador in April will always be
in touch with each other for some
pleasant reminiscing. Such was the
they 'eloped
Standing In front on the Park Terrace Restaurant where
case last Saturday when Phillips
Jo Westpheting and Phillip*
Snewin of near London, England, lunch are Monett* and Old Willingham,
(Ccrotinued on Page Floor
Sneerer,. Paul took the picture. (See Notebook)
Other Photos On Inside Pages

Police Investigating
Air-Conditioner Loss
Authorities are investigating the
theft of five large air-conditioners
in two separate burglaries Saturday night.
Fulton County Sheriff James
Menees said three two-ton air-conditioners were stolen from Fulton
County High School.
Tennessee authorities said two
others were stolen the same night
from Antioch Methodist Church in
the Crystal community, just south
of Hickman.

Schedule Examinations
For Pre-School Children
All children entering the first
grade in the Fulton City school system most report to the Fulton
Health Center for pre-school Physical examination.

Any child entering the first grade
next fall who has not received a
The program will be carried out letter giving time and date to rewith 3 professional and 9 non-pro- port, should report to the Health
fessional employees. The staff di- Center at I p. m. today, June 2.
rector has not yet been selected.

Welcome Visitors!
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sometimes walking around an
sometimes sitting in a chair. Bo
we just didn't want to kill him."
The climax came about 4 a, m.
when officers managed to break
out the glass in the front door of
the trailer, got a rope around the
N
door and Jerked it open. A short
Mon County Sheriff Bob Mctime later Deputy Wolverton and
Sheriff McCowan said Mrs. Dan- two Union City officers, Sgt. Clyde
Cowan said Gaddls Handley Jewel
Island
shot himself three times in the left iels was employed at the
operatside of the chest while police were Cafe in Union City,
and
Jewel,
to
him
Mrs.
and
Mr.
ed by
attempting to persuade
BULLETIN
surrender after he bad fatally was staying with the Jewels.
seige,
Pleasthe
of
During the height
Mr. Jewel died In the Oblors
wounded his wife, Mrs. Bea
with Jewel County Hospital at 4 a. m. en
ant Jewel, and attempted to shoot with officers pleading
to surrender, a tear gas bomb was Wednesday. Funeral arrangeanother woman in the trailer.
house.
himtrailer
the
into
shooting
tossed
after
ments are incomplete and will be
Jewel, even
"It alined blinded us outside by Hopkins and Brown Funeral
self, held cdicers at bay for alMcCowan
police,
Sheriff
trailer,"
the
Homo of Wing*. He was • native
most three hours before the
other, it of Graves County in the Baltiattacking from both the front and said. "But somehow or
minSO
About
more community.
rear doors, rushed in to disarm and didn't bother Jewel.
one,
overpower the suspect, Sheriff Mc- utes later we tried another
but it didn't help any, either."
Cowan said.
During the long seige, Sheriff
Jewel was rushed to Obion
Thomas
fired only James and Patrolman
County General Hospital where McCowan s.iid, officers
went through the back
surgery.
one shot. Chief Deputy Sheriff J. T. Crouch,
dashed.
he was slated to undergo
McCowan
Sheriff
as
in an ef- door
His wife was pronounced dead on Wolverton slsot one time
front.
fort to hit Jewel's gun or his gun- through the
arrival at the hospital.
at the
boys
the
"Jewel beard
Mrs. Mary Daniels and a little hand but missed. They didn't back door and turned toward
McCowan said.
grabbed
boy, her son, also were in the trail- shoot again, Sheriff
sheriff said. "I
"We were standing right next them," the
er. She told police that Jewel shot
held on as
staying out of his at the gun in his hand,
his wife three times and then fired to the trailer,
could and slammed him
I
as
tight
revolver,
wen
hi
holding
McCovren,
explained.
sheriff
Sheriff
—
the
THIS
fire,"
of
STANDING LIKE
a shot at her when she grabed' door. line
him there
held
and
wall
the
'her non and fled out the back
"We could have killed him (Jewell) into
shows hew Jewel was standing when Me sheriff and Melo ether officio
Wolverton and the other ofa neighbor's at any time but we wanted to until
to
ran
she
said
suspect.
She
murder
him."
the
disarm
ov•rpowered
and
dashed Into the nailer
the avoid that if we could. He had all ficers helped
home and asked them to call
(Continued CM Page Pour)
the lights on and we could see him,
police.
Photo courtesy Union City Messenger

Mandel Brown, director of the
Fulton High School band, has announced the following majorettes
for 198847, who wete chosen in
try-outs last Saturday by out-oftown judges:
Brenda McBride, re-elected head
Think that day lost whose (low) majorette; Julie Powell and Gail
descending sun, views from thy Bushart, also re-elected, and Susan
hand no noble action done.
Bard of Water Valley.
— Jacob Hobart
Whether it's trying to establish a
Latin-American Friendship Center,
plan a Banana Festival, working
in the yard, cleaning house, writing, reading, cooking, following
teenagers around, collecting recreational equipment for Ecuador,
politicking, or making a Living ...
I wanna die with my boots on.
— Westpheling
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fathCombs,
G
Stephen
er of Bert T Combs, was buried in
Manchester Cemetery on Tuesday.
Mr. Combs, whose son served as
governor and judge Of the Court of
Appeals, died Monday at a Louisville hospital after a long illness.
Combs, about 80, lived at Manchester and formerly was in the
lumber business of Clay County.
In addition to the former governor, survivors include two other
sons, Lee of Middlesboro and 0. S.
The more we do, the more we of Louisville, and three daughters,
we
are,
more
busy
can do, the
Mrs. Ed Marcum of Ft. Lauderthe more leisure we have.
dale, Fla., Mrs. Miurice Kauf—Hazlitt
mann of Lexington and Mrs. Paul
Rehm of Versailles.
The bread earned by the sweat of
the brow is thrice blessed bread,
and it is far sweeter than the
tasteless loaf of idleness.
Well for the drones of the social
hive that there are bees of an industrious turn, willing, for an infinitesimal share of the honey, to
undertake the labor of its fabrication.
— Hood
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The Mows has wen awards for westanding •acelleness every Year It
Ms been submitted In ludviori zoonn**,
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TWO SECTIONS

COMING HOME I
Happy People!
A young, eight pound fellow arrived in the world on Memorial
Day, May 30, to Lt. and Mrs. Bobby
Dunn in Norfolk, Va. and has made
a lot of local folks happy. The newcomer has been named Robert
Glenn Dunn, III. Everybody's doing fine!
"We Like Bananas"

Farm Friends
Honor "Fats"
Friday Night

From 900 to 400 Farm Bureau
members, other interested agricultural leaders and special invited
guests will crowd the Buford Ellington Assembly Hall on Reelfoot
Lake Friday night for • Farmers
Appreciation Day for Congressman
Everett dinner and program, Max
E. Osborne, Farm Bureau leader
and resident of near Rives, announced today.
While the Farm Bureau organizations in the Eighth Congressional
District have not formally endorsed
U. S. Rep. Robert A.'Fats' Everett
for re-election, the dinner event
may be construed as evidence that
the farm organizations are quite
pleased with the voting record of
the Union City congressman.
Members of the Committee planning the event commented today
that Mr. Everett "has voted unanimously with us on all legislation affecting farmers, farm programs and business In general,
with emphasis on drainage improvements in West Tennessee."

movies, filmstrips, records, game,.
and SRA Labs.
The health-recreation program
will include periods of instruction
and directed play. There will also
be periods of free reading and
recreation.
Each morning and afternoon
there will be rest periods in which
milk, fruit juices, cookies, ice
cream, etc. will be served free.
There will be qualified staff
members to work in each area
covered by the program. Those
working will be Miss Mary Forsee,
Mrs. Verna Jackson, Mr. Frank
McCann and Mrs. Leonard Allen.
Registration will be at Milton
School on June? from 8:30 to 11:30
A. M. and from 12:30 to 3:00 P. U.
This program will be held daily,
Monday through Friday, from
June 7 through July 25 at Milton.

Prizes Given To
Twenty-nine In
Weekly Contest
Twenty-nine prizes were awarded In the final of six weekly drawings in the 1966 Pepsi-Cola Shopping Spree promotion to the residents of the Fulton, Hickman County and South Fulton area.
The top prize of • $25.00 gift
certificate went to R. H. Eater,
Clinton, Ky.
The other winners are as follows:
$10.00 gift certificates: D. H.
Merryman, Fultoo; Mrs. Jack
Hemphill, Crutchfield; Mrs. Frank
Henry, Hickman.
Mrs
$5.00 gift certificates:
Charles King, Fulton; Mrs. E. M.
Mason, June Moran, Clinton; May
Clayton
Hickman;
McDaniel,
Kyle, Crutchfield.

$2.00 gift certificates: Mrs. Chas
H. Moon, Marguerite Stephens,
Mrs. Avery Hancock, Fulton; Mrs.
Sue Hurt, Allan F. Ellis, South
Fulton; Inetha Evans, Ricky Duck,
June Atkinson, Hickman; Lola
Drainage projects sponsored by Belle Puckett, Clinton; Mrs. W. R.
the congressman also have bene- Brown, Crutchfield.
fitted a number of counties in the
One case Pepsi-Cola: John ClaySeventh and Ninth Congressional
Districts and Mr. Osborne said ton, Mrs. J. C. Sugg, Fulton; Mrs.
Farm Bureau members from those Harry Allison, Lila Hastings, South
ke Fulton; Harold Myatt, Beatrice
a detheexpressed La
titeos aatltseohave
counties
Hopkins, Clinton; Katie Kaufman,
attend
sire
Betty McMullin, Hickman; Ethel
appreciation.
their
dinner and show
Tickets are being made available Bram, Crutchfield; C. M. Jones,
Fancy Farm.
to such persons, he added.

Mr and Mrs. Charlie Thomas
will motor to Columbia, Missouri
Saturday to accompany their daughter Terry, back to Fulton, where
Terry is a student at Christian ColTickets in Obion county, selling
Mrs. May McDaniel of Hickman
lege She will have as her houseguest Lucy Floyd of Lexington, at $3 each, may be purchased at was the winner of the five-minute
Union
in
office
Iluerau
Farm
spree, which followed the
the
shopping
at
Ky who is also a student
City.
drawings for gift certificates.
Christian.
Elmer Laster, president of the
Let's Get An Industry

(Continued on Page right)
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G
Editors and Publishers

MY TOILING BROTHER
If any little word of mine
May make a life the brighter,
If any little song of mine

Chamber Of Commerce's Quarterly Meet Reveals
Constant Quest For Industry And Economic Growth

I

Our
Christian
Heritage
Th
mis
per'.
for
age
tuck
sin.

"AMERICA ON THE VALLEY OF
DECISION."
By Dr.

N. Burnett Magruder
May make a heart the lighter,
site selection down to two or three
This article was published about
God
states then go from there.
help me speak the little word,
five years ago, and led to a controversy which shook the religious
We have also been submitted to
And take my bit of singing
The quotation is extremely fitcircled in the Kentuckian& area
a
big
timbe
We are publishing it today, in
r
user
appli
by the South Kencation to those persons
ting in its
a
And drop it in some lively vale
revised form, because It la more
tucky Industrial Development Assowho tend to criticize the efforts of the
timely than before.)
ciatio
n.
To set the echoes ringing
many local people who devote long
What more graphic words could
A letter of appreciation from
and dedicated service to community
be used to describe the times now
facing
development.
James B. Stock, industrial representa
the American nation than
If any little love of mine
these words of the prophet Joel?
tive of the Illinois Central was read,The following report of the quar"Multitudes, multitudes in the
May
make
a
life
the sweeter,
expressing gratitude for the full coterly meeting of the full membership
valley of decision; for the day
of
operation extended to him on his
the Lord is near in the valley
If any little care of mine
of the local chamber is evidence that
of
redecision." (Joel 3:14)
cent visit.
constant vigil is given to the quest for
May make a friend's the fleete
In a time of decision, there are
industry and civic improvement.
r,
Mr. Homra reported he had atalways two elements: a time
of
The people who were in attendtended a meeting at which Miss KathIf any little lift of mine
promise and • time of Judgment
ance represent only a small number
erine Peden, Commissioner of
and great danger We are now
in
the
May
ease the burden of another,
the valley of decision sad wheth
of the professional and business peoKentucky Department of Commerce
Cr the Lord will show us mercy
or
ple who belong to the organization.
was present also, and she infor
God give me love and care and stren
Judgme
nt is the real Issue of this
med
gth
Had the entire membership been on
him that her Department was
hour.
workTo help my toiling brother.
hand knowledge of the work being
ing on something big for Fulto
When people are passing through
n.
a valley, there are times when
done by the chamber would be well
did not divulge any further inforShe
it
maIt
is difficult to see the surroun
doesn
't
do
to
do
much
known to all of our interested cititalking
ding
tion.
zens,
When you're mad enough to choke
(Continued en Pans Three)
A request for the Chamber
,
In order to attain its goals the
contact the Kentucky Highway to
For
the
Deword
that
hits the hardest
Chamber of Commerce needs the
partment about installing a lighte
loyal support of every individual and
Is the one that's never spoke.
overhead warning sign near the d,
Letters of Wend
viafirm interested in the growth of our
duct on Kentucky Avenue was
emmiemmenee
Let the other fellow do the talking
twin cities. The next time a meeting
This request was turned over read.
PEACE CORPS
to
is held we hope you will be there to
Til the storm has rolled away,
Tress, Chairman of the Roads Joe
Washington
and
lend your talents and your moral
Highways Committee for furth
Then he'll do a heap of thinking
er
acMay 26, 1966
support.
tion.
Dear Mrs. Westphelint
Until then, the News is pleased
'Bout the things you didn't say.
The meeting was then opened
for
to publish the activities of that meetThank you very much for your
general discussion:
letter of May 17th and your
ing. After reading the minutes you
kind
An explanation of the chamb
— Sam Holly's Scrapbook
invitation to attend the Inlet-nation
er's
will see that plans are in the making
efforts to incorporate was
at Banana Festival. I will,
made by
unnow,as they have been in the past, to
Joe Treas. Financial assistance
fortunately, not be able to attend
may
meet the fierce competition in the inas I have already made previou
be secured from the Comm
s
region Not only well-known birds, commitments.
dustry procurement field.
of Kentucky as a result of onwealth
F'UL
TON'
S
recen
t
legbut
I
also
thoroughly enjoyed reading
rarities, are included.
We commend the efforts of our
islation passed if the organizati
about your recent trip to Ecuado
on
Chamber of Commerce. We are grateAUDUBON BIRD GUIDE by
r
incorporated. It is hoped too that is
in The News. It sounded most in•
Richar
d
H.
an
Pough
and illustrated
ful too, that these prominent civic
tcreiting and exciting. Too often
executive vice-president may
by Don Eckelberry. A disting
be
uished
afwhen people travel overseas,
leaders are at the helm of our ecoforded with such assistance.
ornithologist and an outstanding
they
limit themselves to the large
by Miss Jessie Orgain
nomic development programs.
young artist have combined
Charles Reams mentioned
to
tourist hotels What is needed
create
the
are
for the layman the most
Here's the report:
fact that only 20 percent
more industrious groups such
complete and fully illustrated guide
as
of the
yours who make genuine efforts
You have been seeing birds as
eral membership was prese gento the land birds of eastern
that will help you in your search
to
North
far
acquire
nt and
back as you can remember to know
a full knowledge and unAmeric
a
ever
The first of the quarterly general
more
about
wondered how interest
publish
the birds you
ed. Here is a
and you will continue seeing them
derstanding of other countries.
could
manual that will enable everyon
see daily.
be
membership meetings for 1966 was
e.
created in these quarterly
wherever you may be. It's a real
My best wishes for continu
who enjoys observing birds,
ed
BIRDS OF AMERICA by Thomno
pleasure to see them. You can see
success.
held by the Chamber of Commerce (Do you have any ideas?) meetings.
matter what the state of his know
as Gilbert Pearson. The author has
more birds and more kinds of birds
ledge,
Monday night, May 23rd at seven
Sincere
to
identify quickly and with
ly,
Mr. Williams said he
been assisted by some ten or
by learning how to look. Begin by
accuracy the 275 species
twelve writers and painters
o'clock at the Chamber Building, with
that into toss out something so would like
giving your attention to the birds
/5/ Jack Vaughn
to hell) habit this area
that
every
you
better
unders
tand
what
you
in
your
thirty-one in attendance.
Director
own vicinity. These are the
one could be thinking
see around your home. Each bird
BIRDS OF THE WORLD
birds to learn first. Don't try
by
said he felt sure everyabout it—he
to
The Membership Committee
Oliver Luther Austin. Here
memorize the details of size, shape, is described in detail along with
one
prese
is
nt
a
its habits and food. Each article
Chairman Kenteth Crews, asked that
was aware of the fact that
spectacular presentation of
or color of head, wing, or tail.
UNITED STATES INFORMATIO
all the
labor was
gives other names the bird is com. bird families of the
N
Learn to know the whole bird as
two or three more be appointed to
getting to be quite a
world—a richly
AGENCY
monly called, the general descripprobl
infor.n
em.
ative volume. magnificiently
one
Each
total
picture
, since one glance
work on this Committee. "There are
industrial prospect who
Washin
tion
of
the
gton
bird, the color of the
illustrated with 300 special
at a moving bird may be all you'll
ly cornadult male and female, where it
129 members now, and room for
our community is inter comes into
miss.oned paintings in full
get.
color.
May 27. 1961
ested in our
nests, the number and color of
One of today's foremost
high school graduates
many more," he said. He also said he
You
painter
will find more people inters
and
eggs, and tells where the particuDear Mrs. Westpbeling•
of birds, Arthur Singer,
ested in birds than you might
created
of them go on to college. how many
the
felt all of the dues should be relar bird is found most frequently.
superb illustrations. The
Mr.
imagine. Sometimes they're orunique
Thank you for the materia
evaluated before the start of the next
said he had always felt Williams
A GUIDE TO 'THE MOST FAquality of his work for this
ganized in clubs. Some just get tovolume
it was an
haie been sending concern l you
MILIAR AMERICAN BIRDS by
is that it achieves a new
ing the
membership year.
asset that 90 percent of
gether and go looking for birds.
high in
Banana
them
Festival. I am making
Herber
S.
t
went on
21m. This book pictures combining beauty and
to college, but was
If you want to learn more about
L. M. McBride, Chairman of the
progress regarding film
In full color 129 of the most fa- the poses are lifelike accuracy-shocked to learn
covera
ge.
, details of
birds—and who doesn't?—now
but I am not yet in a
Industrial Committee, in his report
that as far as industry
is
miliar American birds. Using these
texture and color are
position to
the best time to compare those
reproduced
give you specific details.
birds as keys, the text describes
with breathtaking skill,
this is a black eye, as it is concerned
said the Twin Cities have been subthat live and nest in your
and each
The good work you have
own
additional related and similar specpicture is accurate down
been
only 10 percent of the leaves them
mitted to five or six industrial proscommunity with the beautiful picto the
doing is very impressive.
ies, helping the reader to identify
last minutely rendered
I will be
high
schoo
l
tures
flight.
on
the
in
colored
touch with you again
plates in the
pects in the last two or three weeks.
grads to choose from.
more than 250 birds in all.
feather
.
in
the
library books.
near future.
In BIRD OF THE WORLD Hans
we have no trade schoolThe fact that
The prospect brought in by Texas
When you come by the
You probably watched the birds
or vocational
library
Hvass has made a widely represen- to check
Gas on May 8th for their third visit
out these bird books, be
training makes our schoo
as they ate from the grain
Sincerely,
and
tative selection. Almost all the
l systems
sure to welcome Miss Nancy
crumbs you provided when the
seemed to be impressed by the people
seem very antiquated
Trees
European birds are illustrated and
to our library. Nancy who
to these pros/3/ Darrell to Carter
ground was covered with snow this
is
a
discussed, and special attention
and the town. At a reception held for
pects also. "Are we wron
student at the University of
past winter. Maybe you didn't
Special Assistant
Kenhas also been paid to those of
tucky is returning home
them, everyone of the twenty-five
ing all our students g in preparknow all their names and where
(Alliance for Progress
for the
for college—
North America. For tropical birds
summe
r to work in the Fulton
they built their nests, but why
Information
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Civil Service
Has Openings
For Positions

Chrbdian Heritage-(Continued from pars Two)

territory and thus to keep a perspective on where we have been
and where we are going. But now
and then a break will come
through the tumult and clamor that
provides a bit of light and perThe U. S. Civil Service Comspective.
mission is currently seeking exSuch a bit of light can be seen
perienced accountants and auditors
the adfor positions with various Federal in some statements from
of the late former President
dress
Kenin
Indiana,
Illinois,
agencies
assemban
tucky, Michigan, Ohio and Wiscon- Herbert Hoover before
ly of Presbyterian laymen in New
sin.
York City on February 13, 1960.
Applicants must have at least Mr. Hoover declared that the
five years of professional account- country is "plagued with the infecing or auditing experience, or have tion of Karl Marx in both the thinka bachelor's degree in accounting ing of our people and the affairs
plus two years professional exper- of government."
ience. Starting salaries are $7,479
He went on to say under quesor $8,966 per year, depending upon tioning that this condition exists in
the candidate's qualifications. Jobs all forms of the American governare open to both men and women. ment, "federal, state and local."
task facing the ChristInterested persons may obtain The major
to realize the ultifurther information and application ian leaders is
this infection in our
of
end
mate
represservice
civil
forms from
achieve "the govto
entatives at most post offices, or midst which is
of all comfrom the Chicago Region, U. S. ernmental operation
and the reCivil Service Commission, Main merce and industry materialism.
pure
to
life
of
duction
Post Office Building, (Naito, ILL
creeps through our
nois 60607 Applicants should re- This infection
and misled men
quest Announcement No. 04-1 nation by deluded
and by disguised organizations,
(1962)
'agents of
These
cults.
fronts, and
infection are like hermit crabs
terms as
such
Letten of Interest
which crawl into
(Continued teens page Two)
liberal,' 'pro gressi ve,"m a naged
economy,' the 'welfare state,' and
JERRY BALL and his PIANO
a half-dozen others."
PARTY
Mr. Hoover summed up this inCarolina
North
Charlotte,
dictment by saying, "We have in
the Communist nations implacable
May 36, 1966
enemies whose determination - despite their disguises of peaceful
Dear Folks:
cooperation - is to destroy and
Still thinking about the wonder- dominate the free world. And they
ful time that was had by all on are succeeding at our very doorthe Ecuadorian trek! And I shall step."
never forget it.
This is a prophetic statement. It
Hope you both have recovered gives us the lay of the land. It
bus
the
of
rigors
the
by now from
shows us where we have been for
trip, the round of receptions, cock- the last thirty years. Furthermore
tail parties, etc.
it shows us what lies aehad unless
Surprise — Harry Williams—the we turn back from this present
genial one—dropped in to Char- course of action whereby the "Inlotte and spent a day or so with fection of Karl Marx" is "frozen
me, enroute to Michigan. I under- in" our national life. I want now to
stand the local paper had a attempt a statement of how we
special edition about the South should respond as Christians in acAmerican trip. Would you be so tion to meet the challenge of this
national disease.
kind as to send me a copy!
First, the Churches of the land
Have marked my calendar from
September 27-30 for judging duties need to repent for being comthere, thanks to your kind invita- placent and indifferent to the
tion. U you can use any of my growth of this plague and pestilpiano talent. you are welcome to ence. The plain fact is that liberal
it - but you don't really need it churchmen of all faiths have had
a lot to do with the penetration of
with Paul around.
the thinking of the
In due time, will appreciate Marxism into
people. In fact, we may say more.
need
I
think
whatever details you
The public pronouncements of proto know.
leaders in the 4a1
My warmest wishes to you both. fessed Christian
three decades have had the effect
Sincerely,
sanction for
moral
a
of providing
/s/ Jerry Ball
this infection.
The main reason for the inability
A TOP BANANA
of the Christian movement to be
effective in this field of ideas and
action is that churchmen have apUN/TED STATES SENATE
proached the field of politics withWashington, D. C.
out the strength and conviction of
two great Christian ideas: (1) The
3.996
23,
May
Sovereignty of God, and (2) The
Dear Jo:
Sin of Man.
When the source of divine ausendI thank you very much for
public life,
The thority is removed from
ing me the supplement from
new gods are created and
then
to
News about your recent trip
the peofor
erected
new idols are
Ecuador. I found it particularly ple. This devitalizing process has
informative and interesting, and I taken place in the heart of religion
especially liked the picture of you and its devastating effects can
with President Indlaburn.
now be seen in the spread of the
I am sure it makes you feel very virus to which President Hoover
the
success
a
what
know
good to
has called our attention. The efInternational Banana Festival ii - fects can be seen in the field of
as a matter of fact, it seems that education and in the public forum everything you work on is a great in the mass media of radio and
success.
television and in the aphlic press.
Lorraine joins me in best perSecond, II we see the churches'
sonal regards to you and your complicity in this dorwngrade profamily
of our nation, we will take access
Sincerely yours,
tion of faith for the future. Whethprocess of moral and spiritthe
er
/s/ John
halted in
John Sherman Cooper ual deterioration can be
time to restore the vigor and
strength of our people lies within
STANDARD FRUIT AND
the hands of God. But whatever
STEAMSHIP COMPANY
the future holds, we can resolve to
New Orleans, La.
be faithful to the guidelines which
God has given us in His Word
May 26, 1966
and in the Constitution and its
laws. This is the light which is still
Dear Jo:
shining as we pass through the
Many thanks, Jo, for the pictor- "valley of decision."
letters
We know that Jesus Christ and
ial supplement and for your
on your obviously successful Ecu- His grace has been the course of
ador trip. It looks like your Festi- our liberty and freedom. yVe know
val continues to grow and grow. that He lives and that gth Him a
There is no slowing down those militant minority can prevail in
.
ways which Ile beyond4g wisdom
"eager-beaver Fultonians."
I will be writing you in greater of man to comprehend.
detail; but, for now, thanks again
and congratulations on your progress.
LOT'S SINGI
Sincerely,
The First Assembly of God
Church in South Fulton will have
Is/ Larry
a gospel singing Saturday night,
C. E. Metcalfe
public is inDirector of Marketing June 4, at 7 p. m. The
vited to attend.
Services

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation SS Years

B. MANESS & SONS
Oteenfield. Ten.

Examples are SET...

.

...NOT SPOKE'

Greenfield
Phone 235.2293

synagogue...and you'd like to; giali`
forty extra winks. You can't blame
him,years from now,if he hasn't faith
in God ...in life ...in himself...if
you haven't shown him where to lock
for it.

Chances are, he'll grow up to think
'Laois like his dad...
Walks lilt his dad... like his dad. For Pop's the hero...
and the way he does things, the way
Ads like his dad...
he acts, is "the right way."
Think ofthat next time you're tired
when it's time to go to church or

%);•

worship together thkwei

reotoreth your Gout_

Coribibuted to liss Eeigke bs Amerkan life Program by

This Feature Is Published With The Hope Thai More People Will Go To Church.
Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
THE CITIZENS BANX
INTERSTATE on.COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Preskscis
Pullen

Maks eur beak your bank
Hickman, Ky.

Phone 1311-11.115

Hornbook Funeral Homo
0:y9.n-equipped musbulassee
302 Care It,

Phone 471-31031

Dial 4724411

MARINE OIL COMPANY
Pidten, Ky.

West State Line

CITY DRUG COMPANY

Phone 472.8816

Phone 472.1391

Ric. Insurance Agency, Inc.
res us fee all your luusurano. needs
231 Mein St,

Phone 4724341

Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Green HMO supplies

Cut flowers

Year Prmarlption Drug $eem
Putt" Ky.

Fulton Insurance Agency

Dial 4714371

Farm I Auto Insuranse
Farmer's LkIstlity Coverage
208 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 4724357

EVANS DRUG COMPANY

Hickman - Fulton Cog. R.E. C.C.

Lake Street

"The Roxall Slew"
Dial 4724421

"ire &Ow Electrlealle
Idakinan, Ky.

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop

PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your deer
Fulton, KY,

Phone 472-3311

E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hkkman, Ky.

Union City, Tenn.

South Fulton, Tenn.

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers
3.
Fulton
Phone 473.1110,

•

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling CoKentucky Ave.,

Fulton

Phone 472.16.

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.

Antiques

Excellent Peed
Souvenirs
Privet., dining for 250

Hemphill Cities Service Station
Tiree, Batteries, minor repairs

Fulton and South Fulton
Broedway St.

Phone 4744073
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The Fulton Shopper goes swingin' up and down
the streets of Fulton and
Clinton.. . up and down the highways and bywa
ys of EVERY SINGLE MAIL
ROUTE IN THE ENTIRE FULTON TRADE AREA
every week of the year,
singing a song of "best" buys in merchandise and
services.
The Shopper is Fulton's SWINGIN' paper . . . live,
newsy, well-printed
and delivered into the mailbox each week, right on
schedule. Six-thousand, two
hundred mailboxes, to be exact, and that means it reach
es twenty-five thousand
pairs of eyes.
Never before in the history of Fulton has there been a
publication with such
wide weekly coverage available for advertisers.
Do Shopper advertisers like it? Ask any of them and
they'll tell you that
ads in the Shopper keep business swingin' like never
before. It is selling more
merchandise because it is reaching more people!
Put your advertising in the Fulton Shopper and listen to
your cash registers play a happy tune!
The FULTON SHOPPER I. publiolved each
'rook by THE NEWS
251 Commorclal, Fulton. Phone 472.1400
and led us cons. ores sand toll
you Its corraphslo story.
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Grandson Of Hickman
Resident To Marry

Invitations To
McKenzie - Webb
Nuptials Issued

NOTEBOOK—
(Continwd Prom
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Miss Ruthene Logan. Carl Arrington Page 5
Engaged; August Wedding Is Planned Miss Thompson Makes Known Plans
For Her Wedding To Mr. Hardman

Page One)
dropped in at Fulton on her exciting 99-day, $99 bus trIp around
these United States.
Mr. and Mrs. Huston L. Price of
l'hillipa has been visiting for
Plymouth. Mich. announce the
several months with Colonel and
engagement of their daughter,
Mrs. Mercer Lee l'rice in Daytona
Karen, to U. William S. Karsner
Beach, Florida. That's how she
son of Dr. Milo Karsner and Mrs.
came to know about the Ecuador'
Alice Karsner of Lexington, and
Ian, mission and joined us.
grandson of Mrs. W. B. Ambers of
She is a well travelled, well eduHickman.
cated, completely fascinating perBoth are graduates of the Unison who is a retired English school
versity of Kentucky. Lt. Karsner
teacher (French and Russian.)
is presently stationed at Hill Air
Her accent is pure British and
Force Base, Ogden, Utah.
lovely to listen to. She stayed with
A July 30 wedding is planned.
us for just a few hours before golog on to Union City to see another Ecuadorian trip member,
Sadie Kirkland.
While here the Gid Willinghlips
took Phillip& and Paul and me To
lunch at the Park Terrace. Monette and I took Phillips on a tour
around the city, while Old went
out to the golf course to play a
round with Billy Carr who made a
abort visit here over the week-end
W. H. Nichol, president of Kento visit with his mother, Mrs.
tucky Derby Hosiery Company,
Myrtle Carr.
announced today that Joe Pigue
In a letter elsewhere in this ishas accepted a position as vicesue, you will note that Harry WilPresident in charge of sales with
liams called on a fellow EcuadorMrs. McKenzie
the hosiery firm at Hopkinsville.
ian traveler, Jerry Ball at his home
He will also assist Mr. Nichol in
Mr and Mrs. J. W. McKenzie of in North Carolina. Phillip& said
manufacturing and product proWater Valley, Kentucky, announce that she too, will pay Jerry a visit.
curement.
daughter,
And that's the way it will go for
Mr. Pigue is a graduate of Mur- the engagement of their
son of the rest of our lives, we hope.
ray State University, with a B. S. Ludella, to Robert Webb,
Webb of Ful- Come back again Phillips! We may
Venter
Mrs.
and
Mr.
degree in business administration.
be "knocking in" (as the English
He was formerly associated with ton, Kentucky.
The marriage vows will be ex- say) on you in London one of these
the Burroughs Corporation as sales
afdays.
the
in
o'clock
three
at
changed
in
and
representative
Hopkinsville
ternoon on June 25, at the Pentisurrounding 12 counties
Church at Water Valley,
Mr. Pigue is married and has costal
Mere And There!
the Rev. Paul B. Carnahan
one daughter 17 months old Their with
the ceremony.
performing
Mrs. Ann Whitnel is attending
home is at 305'lloney Drive, HopLudella IS a graduate of Wingo the graduation of her niece, Linda
kinsville. He spent two years in
the U. S. Army during the Korean High School and is now employed Whitnel, at Converse College,
Fulton, Spartanburg, South Carolina . .
conflict prier to college While em- at Henry I. Siegel, Sou'h
Mr. and Mrs. Harvyl Boaz and
ployed by Burroughs Corporation Tennessee.
Robert attended school in Martin, Miss Mary Royster of Paducah
he was a recipient three consecuvisitors in Fulton this past
were
employed
now
is
and
tive years of the company's high- Tennessee,
est sales award, "The Lemon of by Waymatic Welding and Fabri- week end ... Miss Judy Lucia and
attending a wedding
Childers
John
Fulton.
Honor". Pigue is a past president cating Company in
No invitations are being sent out, of friends in Poole, Kentucky. . .
of Hopkinsville Jaycees, was nomiEddie and Willa
Bennett,
Bill
and
Mrs.
ated and listed in America's Out- but all friends of the bride
standing Young Men of 1964, was groom are invited to attend the Kay of Memphis visited in Fulton
over the week end. . . Mrs. Ann
selected Christian County's Out- wedding and also the reception.
Bennett Walker of Bell, Oklahoma,
standing Young Man in January
is visiting relatives in Fulton in1965, and is presently serving on
while her husband is on
definitely
the Pennyroyal Fair Board and is
a mission in the U. S. Air Force.
a member of the First Methodist
Mrs. LeRoy Sawyer
and
Mr.
.
Church.
and family of Milan, Tennessee,
He is the son of Mrs. B. J. Pigue
visited his mother, Mrs. Fred Sawand the late Mr. Pigue, of 306
Mrs. Imogene
yer Sunday .
Third Street, Fulton.
Williams of Jackson, Tennessee
Kentucky Derby Hosiery ComKing, Jr.,
Virgil
and
Mrs.
Mr.
and
pany is a hosiery brokerage firm,
of Owensboro, Kenselling primarily to the wholesale,
A reunion of the 1441 graduating and children
in Fulend
week
the
tucky,
spent
chain store and post exchange class of South Fulton High School
ton ... Mrs. Elizabeth King Davis,
trade. All merchandise is shipped is planned for July 2.
in
friends
visiting
from affiliated mills in North
Following an informal gathering who has been
days, reCarolina and Virginia throughout at 1 p m. at the high school to re- Fulton for the past few
United States, new friendships and to inspect the turned Wednesday, via plane to
the continental
Hawaii, Alaska and Puerto Rico. feesent facilities, • barbeque will her home in Venture, California.
ye held at the Park Terrace Restaurant at 7 p. m.
Friendly Folks!
Approximately 30 of the 38 members of the class and several forThe Memorial Day week-end
nier teachers are expected to at- finds many former Fultonians comIi
ing back to the ole home-place to
Friends and relatives of the 1941 pay tribute to their families and
are invited to meet friends. Among the many visitors
graduates
Mrs Arnold Mullins and Jewell with the class members and their to the city was Garth and Pearl
Morris were guests of honor al a families at the school during the (Rice) Connelly of Memphis. The
potluck birthday dinner Saturday afternoon.
('ennellys are loyal subscribers to
night at 6 30 o'clock at the home
the News and keep up with all the
of Mr and Mrs. Eph Dawes in
happenings even better than a lot
FISH FRY TONIGHT
Fulton.
of the residents do.
Those attending included Mrs.
We have had many nice notes
All men of the First Methodist
Maud Elliott. Messers, and Mesthe annual through the years from Pearl,
dames M. C. Elliott, Mulins, Mor- Church are invited to
deep
Merman B. Daniel fish fry at the whose family tap-roots are
ris and Dawes.
who
church at 6:3k p. Et. tonight (Thurs- in the soil of this !tree, and
prothe
have contributed much to
day).
GO TO CI:l -( .1 51::D'
gress and growth of our community.
Pearl, bless her, has kept up with
the doings of the Westpheling family with remarkable interest, fee
which we are deeply grateful. I'm
sure that what we do is not that interesting, but yet I suppose that
Pearl likes to keep young keeping
up with new things and people.
Ceme back again you nice folks!
And come on out to our Westwood
and take a look at the place again,
for if you are like almost everybody else in these parts you've had
some mighty fine times out there
in the hey-day of the gregarious
Owen family.

Miss Rita Thompson, bride-elect
of Louis M. Hardman, Jr., of
,Owensboro, Ky., is announcing the
plans for her wedding on Sunday,
June 5, at three o'clock in the Fulton Central Church of Christ.
The wedding ceremony will be
performed by Brother Henry Hargis of Murray, Kentucky.
Miss Thompson has chosen as
her maid of honor Miss Jeannie
Seago of Dyersburg, Tennessee,
her college room mate. Miss Charlotte Foy of Fulton will be bridesmaid and Miss Mary Louise Glasscock, cousin of the bride, of Lebanon, Kentucky, will be junior
bridesmaid.

atA4

Joe Pigue Is
Hosiery Firm's
Vice-President

South Fulton
Class Of 1941
Plans Reunion

Mr. and Mrs. Dawu
Fete Two Al Dinner

Volley /ell Is Frail

Vacation this year...exploring

40
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KENTANDUCKY
NATIONAL PARKS
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Kerfbinkr6 41ffElli Fad
Whatever your sport, whatever Your hobby,
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111110001
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Ad We d 06010 151
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1
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as0000
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Senior Citizens
Celebrate With
Museum Visit

Miss Logan
Announcement is being made of the engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Marjorie
Ruthene Logan, daughter of Mr. Lon Logan. of 208
South Sixth Street, Union City, Tennessee, and the
late Mrs. Logan, to Carl Edward Arrington of Fulton, Kentucky. He is the son of Mrs. C. M. Arrington and the late Mr. Arrington.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Woodland Mills
High School, class of 1959. She attended West Tennessee Business College at Jackson, Tennessee, and
is now employed by the City of Union City. Her
maternal grandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Lee Rose of Hickman, Kentucky, and her
paternal grandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs.
William E. Logan.
Mr. Arrington is a graduate of Fulton High
School in the class of 1961. He served four years
with the United States Navy and is presetitly employed by Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Company in Paducah, Kentucky. His maternal
grandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs. Otis Townsend and hi paternal grandparents are the late Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Arrington.
An early August wedding is planned.

Mr. Bob Kratz of Louisville,
Kentucky, will attend the bride
groom as best man, and Messrs
Mike and Pat Hardman, brothers
of the groom will be groomsmen
Serving as ushers will be Mr. Rex
Galloway of Murray, Kentucky
and Messrs. Lynn and Brady Wit
barns of Fulton.
Acolytes will be Mr. Walt Sensing of Fulton and Mr. Ricky Hard
man, youngest brother of the
groom.
The parents of the bride, Mr. sine
Mrs. Robert N. Thompson, will be
hostesses at a reception at their
home following the ceremony.

SUNSET DRIVE-NI
between Martin and Union City
et.
Thur-Fri June 2-3 Double Feature
Starts at 7 30 — Jane Fonda
Lee Marvin

The Senior Citizens celebrated
Cat Ballou
the third anniversary of their club
And at 9:30
on Thursday, May H.
Vivian Leigh • Lee Marvin
The group met at the First Methwere
and
m.
odist Church at 1 p.
Ship Of Fools
assigned to cars to take them to
Shows
McNatt's Museum near Dukedom. Sat. June 4 1966 — Three
Starts at 7:30
On arrival, lunch was served from
Solar
Sylvia
Rory Calhoun
picnic tables in the shady yard,
with Rev. W. T. Barnes returning
Finger On The Trigger
thanks.
and at 9:30
Before conducting the visitors
Taffy and the Jungle
exMcNatt
Mr.
place,
through his
Hunter
plained that the house was built
and at 10:30
in 1854 on part of a land grant
- John Hoyt
Reynolds
Burt
given to the McNatt family and
Operation C. L A.
that it still has the original roof.
Inside, Mr. McNatt has on dis
Sun. Mon. June 5-6 Double Feature
play antique pieces that will grow
Starts at 730
in interest with age, he said. PicJohn Wayne - Irina Demich
tures, books, guns, china, glassThe Longest Day
ware, ship bells, furniture and an
and at 9:30
Edison phonograph of the 1900
Robertson - trios Demick
and
horn
Cliff
a
vintage, which has
The Beech
plays "Dixie" on cylindrical reFrom
Up
cords, were viewed with interest
Tues. Wed. June 7-8
by the members.
7:30
Mr. McNatt served black rasp- Double Feature — Starts at
Jerry Lewis
berries and ice cream to his visitors.
Visit To A Small Planet
Members enjoyed an afternoon
and at 9:30
Jerry Lewis
of good fellowship and, on behalf
of all the guests, expressed thanks
Bell Boy
The
and appreciation to the host for a
lovely and interesting visit.

Telephone
Talk
by
LARRY ADER
Your Telephone Manager

Buyer Be Wise/

BEWARE!
By Osbert Anonitenn, Attorney General

DIVICE TO RE-SET MILES ON rewards than old-fashioned "short
change" methods. Instead of stealSPEEDOMETER ILLEGAL
ing "nickels," dishonest employees
Probably most of us have purch- can steal "dollars."
ased a used car or at some time
An example is from an Army
will. We listen to the motor, look
$2.80 in
at the body, inspect the tires and Lieutenant who purchased
and signed a proper
gasoline,
inquire
We
check the mileage.
about other things, but low mile- ticket.
age is an important consideration.
Upon receiving his bill he found
The thought may occur to us
that the odometer reading may
have been tampered with. But isn't
that against the law?

other items totaling $80.00 had
been added. The attendant had
marked the ticket for a 6-month
"time payment plan" so that the
bill was not unduly large.

That's true, it is. KFtS 434.410
makes it unlawful for any person
fraudulently to change or disconnect the speedometer in order to
sell a car. But enforcement officers can't check every vehicle.

The Lieutenant had his duplicate
ticket and presented it as well as
the altered original. He saved
$80.00, and will bring a dishonest
employee to justice.

I'd like you to meet

Mr. B. H. Giles

Bill and Jean McCarthy proved
man whoa If this happened to you, would
B. H. Giles, known by all of his friends as ''Huz", is the
conclusively last week that people
So when the Consumer Protecin the Fulton
are always ready to try something tion Division learned that a Green- you have yew duplicate copy to local Plant Foreman, ramrods Southern Bell operations
areas, to givi
new and different—and that goes ville, S. C., concern was circular- prove your`purchase?
Hickman, Clinton, Cayce, Water Valley, and Dukedom
for entertainment—and entertain- izing Kentucky automobile dealers
You cm...prevent this kind of you the best telephone service possible.
of
ing too.
offering to sell a device by use
fraud by -marking a, large "X"
Saturday night the McCarthys in- which, they boasted, "Even your across all -unused charge lines
has shown him
Since coming to Fulton in August 1964, "Huz" Giles
vited about 30 people to their love- secretaries can reset a speedo- when you sign the ticket.
man technically, but has showt
capable
'extremely
an
only
evenan
not
for
withbe
to
Deepwood
self
minutes
in
10
home
to
3
ly
meter in just
even with per
ing of casual fun. That's what she out removing it from the car and
himself to be of the highest character by many times
see tha
said and meant every word of it. without mussing her hair!", the
sonal sacrifice, going far beyond what was required of him to
She asked her guests to come Consumer Protection Division took
satis
a customer with an unusual problem or request was completely
casually dressed and with tennis immediate action. Result — this
shoes, or "sneakers." And the easy means of gypping the buyer
lied.
guests complied, what's more!
was barred from the state and the
gaine,
The News takes pleasure in
Paul and I complied to such an offenders brought to the attention
"Hiss" since coming with the telephone company in 1947, has
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
the fol
extent that we went in our Jeep, of Federal postal authorities.
a wealth of telephone knowledge. He has mastered completely
friends:
following
red.
and
green
all painted bright
Repairman
lowing positions: Line Man; Assignment Man; Installer
I thought Jean was kidding when
June 3: Michael McKinney, ShelRepairman; P. B. X. Installer Repairman; and /ION
she said we were going to play
June 4: Tommy Babb, Central Office
Roberts;
ny
DUPLICATE TICKET TRIPS
volley ball on the lawn. But Jean
Marianne Peterson, David Thorpe; Plant Foremar.
wasn't kidding. And we're glad she
EMPLOYE TRYING FRAUD
June 5: Pearl Newton; June 6:
theil
wasn't.
"Huz" is a family man. His very lovely wife, Jeanette, and
Robert Bellew, Joseph Allen
Mrs.
Fraud of the consumer is not Griffin, Mrs. Nelson Tripp;
It was more fun than we've had
Jenny Carol and Lee, have come to love Fulton as theii
daughters,
merchscheming
anythink
a
by
don't
I
necessarily
in a long time.
June 7: Brence Dement, Tony home.
body followed the rules of the ant. Honest merchants sometime
game, or kept score either, but we have dishonest employees.
Taylor; June 8: John A. Green,
like"Flux" Giles, a solid citizen, is the type of man Southern Bell
Strong; June 9: BW Cashion,
sure tried to slap that ball around.
Barry
Many purchasers use credit Mrs. J. E. Campbell, Jeff Gilbert,
them. He is an asset not only to his company but alai
Try volley ball sometimes for
represent
have
to
cash, so ementertaining and for gosid exercise, cards rather than
Cindy Mitchell.
to the community in which he lives.
ployees steal from customers
aching muscles and all.
ratber than employers.
Our Boys In Viet Ham
Th: method used yields greater Remember
"W• Like Bananas"

Happy Birthday

ORION

worry

Page 6

Joe Martha, Ceounty Amami
Union Otte, Teem.
REPLANTING ON PRE-EMERGED TESTED LAND
We have had many questions
concerning replanting cotton on
land treated with preemergence
herbicides. We would suggest the
soil be thoroughly worked and
planting be done without retreatwent. Of course, we have all seen
many cases where farmers have
retreated with preemergence herbicides without damaging the cotton. UPC and DCPA may be somewhat safer for retreatment than
any of the other herbicides we recommend. Any
herbicide used
should be applied at a reduced rate.
.A postemergence application of
DSMA plus surfactant should be
made when the cotton is 3 inches in
size. We do not have any information on replanting following the use
of cotoran. I would not expect replanting to be any more of a problem than with diuron. We do know
cotoron can be leached into the
soil. For this reason, I would suggest cotoran not be used for retreatment. An excessive rate of
cotoran can cause severe stunting
and it takes cotton a long time to
recover.
It is my opinion farmers should
consider replanting cotton in fields
that have been treated with preemergence herbicides until around
June 1 rather than planting soybeans.
It will depend a great deal on
the weather as to the success one
will have planting soybeans in
fields that have been treated with
cotton
preemergence herbicides
(except trilluralin). Experiments
have been conducted at Mississippi
Delta
Agricultural Experiment
Station on planting cotton, corn
and soybeans following the use of
diuron. In most cases there W83
severe damage to the soybeans or
a complete loss of stand. This was
particuarly true under dry weather conditions.
Since cotoran is leached into the
soil, one would probably have less
success with soybeans than where
diuron, CIPC or norea was used.
Farmers that insist on planting
soybeans on land that has been
treated with herbicides not recommended for soybean should be encouraged to wait as long as possible to plant (June 15-20).
ARMY WORMS
The armyworms continue to be
on the march in Obion County and
it seems as if they will almost eat
anything that is green. We have
received a lilr&e number of calls
.about armyworres from all sec
ions of Obion Courtly during the
st week.

The worms feed at night mainly

The Fulton News, Thursday, June 2, 1966

4-H'ers Get Luckier

4-Kor Mary lelbar. 10, la • rtipairb 110•141.011.111 and edglity
prowl of her
champion quarter hors. she poses
/Asa Beloit is snit
mamba, participating in the it•tion•I 4-H H011. program.a 144,000 deb
_
How lucky can you get? That's an accomplished
horsewoman.
what 4-H Club members are ask. She is a consistent
award wining when they talk about a new ner as la her
quarter borne,
4-H medal designed with a four- Johnny B. Cash.
leaf clover encircled by a horse "Young people
who undertake
shoe.
responsibility for the rare of an
For the first time onnual animal are granted
• meshs for
awards will be offered in the 4-H maistalaing an affinity
for maHorse program lure despite the mechanised
age
on a county, la which we live,' sold Dr.
state and rut- Lather S. Boehm, vice
'reddest
Minot basis. sad general manager of
Merck
Another lucky Chemical DivisiolL
break for the
Dr. Roehrn has taken a peryoung horse sonal Interest In his
lovers is a sponsorship of the company's
horse prochance to learn gram and already
has been
frem horse experts,
thoroughly oriented in the
The Cooperative Extension
"learn-by doing- ways of 4-11.
Service, which supervises the
Two Invaluable learning aids
program, will select the 1966 are
manuals on horse science
award winners. Projects and ac- and
horsemanship written and
Deities will be directed by local illustrated
by leading authori.
volunteer leaders,
ties especially for 4-H. The
Helping to make all this pas American
Quarter
Horse Ass°.
sible is Merck Chemical Division
ciation cooperated in producing
of Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, the
publications.
N.J. The firm will provide
Besides
scholarships, educational tripe animal, having to care for the
train it and understand
and medals. It will also be host it, the
to their state and national win- a goodyouthful equestrians have
time, too. Among their
nets at the National 4H Club favorite
activities are trail rides.
Cengresa in Chicago next fall, drill teams,
judging schools,
One of the 148,000 members rodeos, riding
exhibitions, and
working on a horse project is farm tours.
Mary Baker, 18. who happens to
More information aboot the
live right next door to the Merck local 4-H
Horse program can be
plant. She has been riding since obtained from
the county extensile was 7 years old, and is now dos 4.11 office,

News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE

June 4 - Spinks Quarter Iforse
NO CHARGE
dale - Paris
There is no admission fee to any
June 13 - Feeder Pig Sale - of Kentucky's 34 State parks or
3rownsville
shrines.

Crossword,
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Old
12. Unorthodox
51. Paper pad
belief
53. Deals with 17. Bound
54. Unwavering 23. Vanquished
24. Hobo
26. Railing
27.Soothed
DOWN
eg. It is
I. Body organs 30. Number
2. Furry
32. Summaries
animal
33. Craving
3. Compass
34. More facile
point
35. Prefix: Half
4. Like
38. Restrained
5. Sediment
37. Thing
6. Longed
39. Evergreens
7. Expel
42. Beer
B. Number
ingredient
9. Mother
43. Bench
10. Subside
46. Single
ii. Killer
46. Wing
, 50.State: abbr..

el Exist

Hunting Areas
Seen As More
Farm Income
Farmers interested in additional
income might benefit by looking
over a new brochure on hunting
preserves, which is being sent to
county agricultural offices across
the state by Governor Edward T.
Breathitt's Commission on Agricul-

ture,

Hayden Tim nbAlk executive directo, of th@ 01,01nission, said that
3,000 copies of the new brochure,
prepared by the commission's outdoor recreation committee, will be
distributed to interested farmers
on request by county agents and
ASC end SCS offices.
According to Timmons, the brochure contains information on how
to develop a farmer-operated hunting preserve and ways to finance
development,
Governor Edward T. Breathitt
has urged farmers to investigate
rural recreation possibilities in an
effort to increase farm income. He
created the Commission on Agri.
culture and assigned to it the task
of investigating all avenues in the
approach to a SI billion annual
farm income.
"While a hunting preserve may
be impractical for one farmer, it
might be very feasible and the
ideal way of building extra profits
to another," the Governor said.
"With the number of people having additional leisure time increasing, it would certainly be in the
best interests of all our farmers to
read this informational brochure
on hunting preserves."

double Its food production In one
generation.
In spite of this increasing need
for food there recently has been an
effort in Washington to reduce appropriations for agricultural research and education. And, only
last month, • trustee of the University of Kentucky suggested doing away with this state's Agricultural Extension Service, which is
the arm of the University responsibile for carrying research results
to the man on the farm. Because
of the success of the Extension Service in this country many foreign
governments are setting up similar
services to improve farming methods in their countries.
Neither America nor the world
can wait until a world-wide famine
to start efforts to avert it. Americans are well fed today because of
the foresight of leaders in laying
the foundation for our present research and educational programs.
Today's program will have its
greatest impact on the people that
need it most, our children and
grandchildren.

Programs of soil and water con- farm and food situations during reservation which farmers and Gov- cent months add confuskin to an
ernment carry out cooperatively already confused picture. First,
on the farms and ranches of the there was a national hullabaloo reNation benefit whole
, not cently because retail food prices
just individual farms.
continue to go up at retail outlets.
Perhaps less than forty percent
Our problems of water supply- As usual the blame is laid to the
of the corn acreage in Fulton
"htgli
for
prices" received by farmers.
today
and
for
tomorroware
of
County has been planted. Farmers
It la true that durieg the past
should continue to plant corn until growing concern to everyone, and
with
this
concern
has
come an year prices of some farm products
June 10, however top yields of 125
bushels may be reduced by fifteen understanding of the importance to have reached, or nearly reached,
or twenty bushels per acre. Yields all citizens of protecting and im- parity. (Parity of 100 is the figure
of fifty to ninety bushels per acre proving their water supplies at the which is considered to be the fair
exchange between farm and nonmay be reduced very little from source.
All the water people use comes farm commodities.) On the whole,
Isle planting. We suggest that 16,000 plants per acre and 100 pounds from rain and snow that fall almost however, the overall in
in
of nitrogen may be enough.
entirely on agricultural land-di- farm prices has not kept pace with
vided into drainageways by slopes, income of non-agricultural items
Late corn has more chance of hills, and mountains.
It follows and the parity index of all farm
corn borer infestation. Corn should then that adequate
conservation commodities la now only 62. If
be sprayed with a hi boy using two measures and
proper land use on farmers were getting a fair share
pounds of 5 percent DDT granules the farms and ranches
that make of the national income, prices rewhen 50 percent of the corn plants up large areas are basic, physical- ceived by them would be about 25
show feeding damage (except for ly and economicall
y, to watershed percent higher and the coat of liv•
silage which may be treated with protection, flood
$3,111141 POVIRTY LCVEL
prevention, and ing would be up considerably more
sevin at least 7 days before har- an ample supply of
than that.
An anual income of 0,000 is genclean water.
vest).
In a very real sense, people and
erally
accepted as poverty level
Officials in Washington seem
in the U. S. today. About 44 per
Corn prices are expected to be industry in every city and town apologetic about higher farm
prices cent of Americans over 66 have
good at harvest time and white depend for their water supply on and promise the consumer
some incomes below that level, accordthe success of efforts by farmer;
corn may be in short supply.
and ranchers in curbing soil ero- relief in the near future when the ing to the Kentucky Commission
prices of meat, fruit and vegeMany farmers are thinking about sion, conserving water for drought
on Aging.
changing from corn to soybeans. periods, and controlling runoff in tables are expected to drop. Many
farm people believe that it is the
Usually 30 bushels of soybeans per times of heavy rainfall.
policy of our government, irrespecacre are as profitable as 100 bushObion
County farmers have
els of corn. Good yields may be made substantial progress in re- tive of political party, to keep
expected from plantings until June cent years in protecting and im- farm prices relatively low so that
20th. Long season varieties like proving agricultural land reiources non-farm people can have the comHood and Hill should produce larg- through the cost-sharing available bination of high income and low
est yields.
under the Agricultural Conserva- food costa
tion Program (ACP) and other
Then there is the problem of
With more farmers turning to Government
conservation assist- world food supply for the genera•
soybeans good seed may be scarce. ance Thus, a
more plentiful and lion now being born and for those
stable supply of clearer water has yet to come. It is disturbing
to
been assured for homes and indus- know that it has required from the
try in surrounding areas.
beginning of man's appearance on
Important conservation accom- earth until now for world popula
Ac.sennas Installed
plishments in the county last year lion to reach three billion, but
that
included: Rotation Cover - 1,2214 it will take only the next 35 years
acres - 117 farms; Liming For for that number to double World
Fulton, May 31, 1906
Legumes and Grasses • 13,000 acres population is expected to reach
6
Dear Friends:
645 farms; Tree Planting - 5 acres billion people some time about
the
The American Legion Auxiliary 2 farms. Wells For
Livestock year 2,000 A large part of the
TELEVISION
Unit 72 wishes to express it's sin- Water 10
10 farms. Ponds for world population does not have
cere thanks to >ou for publishing Livestock Water B 20 farms; enough to eat now and many scien- 308 Matz Phone 472-3843
the Poppy Day program in your Pipeline For Livestock
Water 7,518 tists fear that the world ran not
paper. The drive was a great sue. feet 8 farms; Woodland
Improvecess
ment 10 acres • 1 farm; Sod Waterway 11 acres - 7 farms; Gully ConThanks again!
trol - 13 Acres • 3 farms; DiverMrs Johnson Hill
sion Terraces 525 cu. yds. - 1
Poppy Chairman
farm: Retention Dams Etc. - 2,575
cu. yds • 1 farm; Shaping or Land
Grading • 16 antes - 1 farm and
104111
Winter Cover Crops - 1.295 acres TOBACCO ACCOUNTS FOR
'FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
92 farms.
Income from tobacco accounts
The 1966 second period sign up
• FARMER'S
COVERAGE
for 40 per cent of cash receipts begins at
Obion ASCS June 1st
'FARM LOANS
from all agricultural commodities thru July 29th
for practices to be
OPPICS
PHONIII 471-13.31
produced on Kentucky. farms. 1,965 carried out during
VI MAIN STROUT
the last half of
farm income in Kentucky will ap- 1966.
wicrimoni. KINTOCKY
proach the $700 million figure.
Changes and developments in the
Because of wet weather and the
delayea plantings of corn, many
farmers are thinking about changes
in their production program.

tnd side during the day. To locale
BAINBRIDGE, 1111/,-May .4 he worms it is often necessary to
jet down on hands and knees and Seaman Apprentice Brantferd C:
search carefully on the ground and "McClure, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
find the worms while they are Brantferd C. McClure of Wingo,
Ky., is attached to the staff of the
mall. The worms cause little
Commander, U. S. Naval Training
lamage when small and do not beCenter, Bainbridge, Md.
:orrie really destructive until about
The Training Center Ls the site
half grown or about 34 of an Inch
ong. The worms are much easier of the Navy's only Recruit Training COMmand for women. Enlisted
to control while they are small.
Control for worms thould be WAVEs undergo basic training
started when 3 to 5 worms per here. In addition several training
iquare foot are found. Armyworms schools are located at Bainbridge.
Ind cutworms can be controlled They include both the beak and
Schools for
with insecticides such as Tolaphen advanced Yeoman
clerical
personnel,
Radioman
sr Seven.
School, and Fire Control TechnicFARM DATES TO REMEMBER ian School,

ACROSS
I. Oily
7. Entangle
13. Young
woman
14. Able to live
15. Card
16.01d
language
18. Barrier
19. Not any
20. Instant
21. You
22. Blockhead
25. Seine
26. Charges
28. Made a
harsh noise
30. Weeping
31. Uttered
32. Caves
33. Abounds
35. Honest
38. Musical
instrument
39. Wooden pin
40. Paradise
41. Are

Farmers Study
Plans To Change
Crop Production

TV

SERVICE
REPAIRS

Letters To Editor

ROPER

Fulton Insurance Agency
LIABnzry

(Who says you can't afford Frigidaire electric cooking!

lowest price overfbr afull-size
FRIGIDAIRE 40-inch Range!
r

Enjoy the quality benefits of
this Frigidaire Electric Range
-cool-kitchen cooking that's
fast, clean, dependable!

LOOK at all
these Frigidaire
conveniences!
• Roomy Even-Hest cyan bakes
and broils beautifully. Meet
every new cooking challenge
with confidence.
• Unlimited heat settings from
Warm to High for all surface
units-three 6-inch, one big
• Surface units clean themselves-snap up to let you
remove Porcelain Enamel
drip bowls for easy cleaning.
• Wei:thigh storage drawer Is
handy for storing plenty of
pots and pans.

DEPT. RESPONSIBLE FOR
The diuision of livestock sanitation, Kentucky Department of Agriculture, is a regulatory agency responsible for enforcing measures
for preventing, controlling or eradicating communicable diseases in
livestock.

Small
Monthly
Payments

S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 4791044
-Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
-Vinyl and Tilt
-Downs and McGee Carpeting
-Upholstering, Modern IL
AMitem
-Viking Kitchen Carpeting
-Jim Martin Paints

RSA-I0K, 40" electric

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
Walnut Street

Fulton
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Antique Car
Rally Planned
At Versailles

TELL ME

Page 7

KM FAR AWAY CAN AN AIRPLANEBE SEEN BY 1NE NAKED EYE?

Kentucky's largest antique auto.
mobile rally will be held in
Versailles, Saturday, June it

19" I McKay Reed Is
Festival New President
Of UK Alumni

The Fulton News, Thursday, June 2,

Annual Folk
Steps Back Centuries

A new president takes over tt
reins of the University of Kentuck
More than 125 antique and clasOn the second Sunday in June,
Alumni Association when the groe
sic cars will compete for some 40
thousands of people will converge
holds its annual meeting in lal
trophies and awards at the
annual
on a wooded retreat in the moun- and because she traveled to the June at Lake
Clifton Rally of the Blue
Cumberland Ste'
Grass
tains of northeastern Kentucky to far-flung county seats of the Park.
Region, Antique Automobile
IRE DIAMOND
Club
step back three centuries in time. mountains, the people soon dubbed
of America, according to Perry
McKay
Reed
her "The Traipsin' Woman."
of Louisville w.
FROM
FEEL.UNDER
R. White, Lexington, president.
All the ingredients will be there—
She left the mountains for New succeed Richard Cooper of Some
CONDITIONS!
set as the new alumni chief eA motorcade of the old ears
mountain folk dressed in home- York and Greenwich
will
Village,
ecutive. James Allen of Winched( leave Gardenside Shopping Center,
spun linsey-woolsey and calico, where she worked for 13
years. will become vice
Lexington, at 9.00 a. m. for
president ar.
musical instruments which were Later she put in a stint as
Vera script Mrs. Joe Morris of
1AE ANCIENT
sailles 'where it will be joined
Lexington 11
old
when
the first pioneers breach- girl for silent movies in Hollywood,
BOG!
by
secretary.
the Versailles High School Band.
AIL
ed Cumberland Gap, and authentic and one worked as stenogr
AIL.
apher
folksongs and Elizabethan ballads and once worked as
Cars from throughout Kentuck
Members also were elected to U
y
stenogr
•
and neighboring states will be
that came to America with Colonial impersario of the Roaring apher Board of Directo
Twenin
rs from ten di
the procession and will be on
days.
ties.
tricts throughout the state and lc
view
for the public Saturday afterno
tion.
Her
beloved
on
mountai
ns
and
And presiding over it all will be
their
at the Versailles High football
the grand old lady of folksong, indigenous music were always a
field
They are:
Jean Thomas, a sprightly, petite powerful magnet, however, and she
Viewers win nave apportunity
District One, Frank Esrose
octagenarlan known fondly as returned in 1930 for a lifetime
during the afternoon to see
campaign which has included an Madisonville; District Two, Jam,
the
"The Traipsin' Woman."
cars and drivers in action. Enterappearance at the Royal Albert Sutherland, Bloomfield; Distri
lroAreS
LAYS WEIS uKE A REFTn
tainment will include a crankin
The event is the 36th annual Hall in London and a network TV Three, James W. May, LOuiaVill,
.B.
g
9 cwt.'s ITS ,42LING
RE-ma:Num
contest, an obstacle course for the
American Folk Song Festival, and special with folksinger Burl Ives.
District Four, Dr. 0. B. hiurpl
cars, a horn blowing contest
RODEN
A
T
AN
and Paul Nickell, both of Lenin.
•AN
the date this year is June 12 at
rr
and
A DuCIOS ILL. AND
Now her own home, a 100-year ton.
one of yesterday's wellknown
Carter
Caves
State
Park,
skits,
a mod"The Independent Hobo." Also, the
ern vacation retreat nestled in the old log cabin she calls "Wee House
District Five, Clayton Marti
Versailles High band will perform
pristine wilderness of Kentucky's in the Wood," hair been designated Harrodsburg; District Six, Cheri,
.
The
'Traipsi
The rally promises to be a unique
n' Woman Museum and 0. Landru
rugged Eastern mountains.
m, Park Hills; Distri
Folklore Theatre. Here in a natur- Seven,
history lesson for young people,
Paul Hall, Paintsville; Di
The park is located near Olive al
amphitheatre in the hills near trict
White believes, "because Kentuck
Eight, George Griffin, Londo
Hill on TJS-60, about 35 miles west
y
Ashland, the American Folk Song
does not have an antique car
and Sam Ridgway, Louhivill(
of Ash/and. A new resort hotel ofKentucky's first pulp and paper tional
Festival is held every year, except District
museum and most youngsters can
MO to 300 new jobs are ex- forests could
Nine, Hugh Adcock, A
fers deluxe accommodations, and
mill, a $12 million facility for proproduce
on
special occasions like this year lanta,
only read about the automob
annuall
y
an tent and
pected to result ezein supplying addition
Ga.; District Ten, Geer/
iles ducing
trailer
campin
g facilities at Carter Caves State
al 177 billion board feet of
which historically have
corrugated medium, will be wood materia
Park.
Warwic
k, Lancaster, Pa,
made a
ls for the mill.
sawtimber and double the produc- are available. The park is also
significant contribution to Amer- built by the WesCor Corporation
"Putting this plant in operation tion
of small trees for pulpwood within a few hours' drive of Cinon an 150-acres site three miles will mean
ica's development."
a major breakthrough avid poles.
cinnati,
Lexingt
on
and
Louisvil
le,
Among the many ears, trucks east of Hawesville in western Ken- for Kentucky's wood
You'll Say ilory're dollcional
industry, for
Miss Peden said WesCor will be for vacationers in search of a onetucky.
and other vehicles on view will
it will provide a big, new market the
be
first major manufacturing day outing.
a 1925 RolL Royce, a 1911 Knox,
for
one
Selectio
of
our greatest natural re- operation to
n of the Hancock County
a
The American Folk Song Festilocate at Hawesville,
len Packard Phaetoo, a
unz site for the mill was announced sources," Miss Peden said.
a community of some 800 resi- val is a unique experience. The
Essex, a pierce Arrow, and
She added that "It will encour- dents.
a by State Commissioner of Comsimple,
It
haunting, lonesome melwill
mean
the purchase
1928 Ford Fire Engine.
age the reforestation of idle land
merce Katherine Peden.
annually of over $1,000,000 in pulp- odies preserve a centuries-old folkEvents will get underway around
in western Kentucky including re.
Lake Street
wood,
lore
and
and
Final
sawmill
the
plans for construction of planting
rich Elizabethan heriwastes within a
1 30 p m. and will be
Fulton, Ky.
of strip-mined areas."
preceded the 200 tons
50-mile radius of Hawesville, she tage from which it grew. The
per day mill were deby a dutchtreat, family picnic
As to the potential of Kentucky's said.
to tailed by Ira
songs
'
tell of the solitary life of the
C. Keller, president timber, Miss
which the public is invited. 'TroPeden called atten"The direct result will be a new mountains, the sorrows of poverty
phies will be awarded in a 4.00 of the Western Kraft Corporation tion to a recently
,
completed for- source of income
at Portland, Oregon, and chairman
p xi ceremony.
for owners of the pathos, the love and the basic
estry survey which showed that if
woodlan
of
the
d tracts and sawmill spirituality of the people.
board
of WesCor, and Sam- markets
Cooperating with the Blue Grass
were
availabl
e,
Kentucky operators."
The instruments are as native
Club in the rally are the Kentucky uel S. Davis, chairman of the
and authentic as the songs—zithAntique Car Club. Covington.-Cin- board of The Corrugated Containers, dulcimers, gourd-banjos, corncinnati: Southern Kentucky Antique er Company, of Columbus, Ohio,
stalk fiddles and banjos whittled
and president of WesCor Corpora- • AUSTIN SPRINGS
Car Club, Bowling Green;
• PIERCE STATION
and
Save Money, Tool
from white oak. Folk plays and exEs Mrs. Carey Friable
Falls City Model A Club and Kyana tion.
By Mfrs. Charles Lowe
hibits of mountain painting, sculpWesCor is a new firm formed by
Region of A. A. C. A., Louisville.
ture
and
Men* Snits tSc
hand-crafted items add
Western Kraft and Corrugated
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Velva
A nice crowd attended Home- to the mood.
Container They will purchase the
Hawks, Jr., burned the past week, coming
Ladies plain di..Ever since 1930, when she first
at Chapel Hill Sunday.
annual 70,000-ton output of the with
all its contents, the family Bro.
so'
5k
Dave Hilliard, a former pas- gathered the balladeers and their
Hawesville mill. Corrugated med- losing
wearing apparel. The house tor, brought
ium is used in the making of paper was
a wonderful message quaint instruments from the hills
Mae Tremors
an old landmark, of the late at eleven
and
hollows
of
boxes and containers.
o'clock and a bountiful
isolated Appalachia,
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Lee Bynum
lunch was served at noon. Singing Jean Thomas has been the guiding
The WesCor officials said that farm home in District 1. Origin
of
light of this annual conclav
construction of the mill is expected the fire is unknown. New Salem was enjoyed in the afternoon.
e of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Copies, of musicians and enthusiasts deterFinished Shirts
to begin in May, 1966 Scheduled
ANDREWS
to Baptists are giving the family a Mayfiel
mined to preserve folksinging
d,
visited
be
(hanger or foldin
her
as
product
sister,
shower
ion
Mrs.
by late 1967, the
this week. They plan to loJewelry Company
Jack Lowe, and attended Home- an authentic American art form.
ed
new industrial facility will employ cate on Mrs. Hawks' farm
2Sc
near coming.
And "The Traipsin' Woman"
between WO and 125 men. An addl- State Line, in Kentucky.
herself is as legendary and colorful
Mrs. Mancil Roach has been on
as
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
any folksong hero. Born in
Ashappointment at New Salem last the sick list lately. She celebrated land in 1881,
she studied business
Red cabbage ear:
Sunday at eleven o'clock. The pas- her birthday Sunday. Several of and
stenography as well as the
tor reminds everyone that next, her children came in and those that more genteel
pursuits of young
(Shirts Beautifully Finished, Tool)
Sunday is the anual Homecoming couldn't come called and wished ladies. At
IT she was hired as a
at New Salem Baptist Church, near her a happy birthday. Among the stenographer
201
W.
State Line
by
s
visitors
circuit
Phone 479-9074
were
judge,
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
this village, and the program will
begin with Sunday school at ten, McColiough and family from Memphis
and Mr. and Mrs. Don Hid.
preaching service conducted by
et...
Pastor Rodgers, with lunch spread stetter from Dyersburg.
Mrs. Bobby McNiel and family,
CAOSAOE
"under the pines" on long tables
SAUC
E
ifINEOAR
RED
togeth
er Speas
at noon. In the afternoon there will from Dyer, Tenn., spent Sunday
SpEAS
Simmer
sugar,
WITH
be singing by the congregation and with her mother, Mrs. Blanche
Vinegar brown salt arid
salt
teasp.
leaf,
well-known singers on the program. Carter.
(i.
cloves,'bay
minutes.
1 cue SPeas
Serie Parslee _, parsley tor 5
The McKenzie Quartet will be feaMrs. Mattie Rogers has been
teasP.rathe
onion. Pour
vowel!
on
Strain; add
seems
2
tured.
Rev. Rodgers, the pas- the sick list and spent a few
cabbage
,
onion
tbisndays
ove, isc,i
tor, and the church members in- in the Fulton Hospital
acups cooked
sugar
last
week.
5
8.
vite everyone to attend. Meet old
Mr. and Mrs. Almus Polsgro
red cabbie 6 to
2 cloves
...e
ve
friends and make new ones.
Vs hal 1031
and family spent Saturda
y and
Sunday
in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Vincent and
k IA\
Mr. and Mrs. William Long
mother-in-law and Mrs. Inez Vinand
cent spent Sunday afternoon with Paula spent one day recently in
relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Grover Memphis, shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams,
True.
of
apple Cider or White Distilled
Mrs. James Roy Roberts return- Martin, spent last Thursday with
Mrs.
C. E. Lowe.
ed
home from John Gaston HosI
Billie
Stem returned Saturday
pital last week end, where she is
undergoing treatment. She will re- night, after being gone two weeks
turn today (Monday) for further In National Guard work. He was
in California and flew most of the
treatment and observation.
FREE! 21-prpo booklot,•M•hr Didn't Someone Toll Mo AbortAll TAMP LIPM
time.
for Yinogor.• WM*:SPEAS COMPANY,MN NIcAohon AP..,
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Barber
KAMM City, Alm
have moved from Memphis into
our midst, locating in the late Joe
Westbrook home. Mrs. Barber is STATE OPERATES 20 CENTERS
employed in • bank in Mayfield,
Applicants for State Government
while Mr. Barber will open a barjobs do not always have to take
ber shop in Lynnville. We welcome
their merit system tests in Frankthis fine young couple back home.
fort. The Kentucky Department
of
J W. Bynum is recovering from Personnel operate
s 20 regional
eye surgery at Madison County testing centers
across the state.
General Hospital in Jackson, Tenn. Local employment
service officee
lie is now able to be out some, can give applica
nts complete inwhich all are glad to know.
formati
on
on
State employment.
motel
Mrs. Everette Chambers is visiting with children, Mr. and Mrs.
V11/..1
Phillips, down in District No. 17, AGED 65
Live it up M top luxury as you enjoy
REACHES IS MILLION
since the death of Mr. Chambers
every comfort and convenience...
At the turn of the century, there
the past week.
Beautiful rooms, suites and efficiencies all with
were just over three million
Mrs. John Mitchell is slowly im- Americans aged 65 or over, says
free television, telephones. 100% air-conditioned.
proving and 'twill be necessary for the Kentucky Commission on
Swimming Pool set in exotic landscaped
Agher to return to the Won County ing. By 1965, the number
gardens. Excellent Coffee Shop. Cocktail Lounge.
of older
Sped& sports sde price on nee Kedah
General Hospital in Union city for Americans skyrocketed to 18 milComplete Hotel Service. Free Parking.
oquIpprA Gaipole SOO 2.0oor Hardtop
some therapy. We hope she re- lion.
Summer Rater April 20th to December 19th
sponds very quickly.
Winter Rotes: December 20E1 to April 19th
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stephenson
ANSWERS TO PUZZLE
and mother, Mrs. Mary StephenWrite, Wire or Phone for Reservations
ON PAGE SIX
son, are erecting a brand new
/300EVII
home on their farm, District No. S.
It is to be modern in every respect
DEO 170601 EVand this fine family is to be com0
MD
MEM CIU
mended
for their effort in keeping
Phone. Plaza 7-4561
MCIMM
1abreast
i2GP
of
the
times
our
in
locality
Teletypei 696-3460
.
Robert David McClure is home
7301 BISCAYNE BLVD.
DGMB
again with his mother, Mrs. Zack
J.S. 1)
McClure, after being in Kenned
y
M1702
Veterans Hospital in Memphis for
035M
MOM= MI
several months, undergoing treatD110
ment for an injured arm in an
auto-truck collision several months
PHONE — 472-1621
FLORIDA
ORP300
ago.
FULTON. KENTUCKY
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West Kentucky Site Of First Paper Mill
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BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

You eetit Win Prizes.. I

IF YOU LET
US DO
YOUR
CLEANING

Paris For All Electric
Shaven Ili:

HAPPY DAY CLEANERS

"Speas goes
to my head"!

You're ahead with your Ford Dealer's new Cars

You're ahead with your Ford Dealer's used Cars

SPEAS
VINEGAR

You're ahead with your Ford Dealer's trucks

4h —it,Pi!

You're ahead with your Ford Dealer's prices

.. , ",,.
,
.
i
2.Tr, f
6..,,„

You're ahead with your Ford Dealer's trades

You're ahead with your Ford Dealer's selections

You're ahead with your Ford Dealer's service

You're ahead with your Ford Dealer allthe way!

g
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95%4
'
14_06.4

Miami

mon-Err
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Swam'
FordDealertoday
Where service follows the sale

VARDEN FORD SALES

4D
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This is Your

SOCIAL SECURITY
Department of Information

(Editor's Note: This is the first
in a series of columns by Charles
Whitaker, social security district
ing
manager in Paducah, explain
the
what you can expect when
into
go
s
benefit
ce
insuran
health
the
effect. The series is based on
Medicare Handbook to be released
:n June.)
By: Charles MI Whitaker
District Manager

everyone 65 or over who is eligible
ce
for hospital and medical insuran
insurunder medicare, and health
alhave
cards
cation
ance identifi
peoready been sent to most of the
both
ple who have signed up for
program.
parts of the medicare
hospital
Cards for people who have
not
insurance protection, but did
will
sign up for medical insurance,
June.
during
out
be sent
re
Also being sent to medica
beneficiaries during June is a book
on health insurance under social
security. It is called "Your Mediall
care Handbook." and contains
the information each person over
in
part
take
to
need
65 should
medicare when it begins on July

an's
cards, it is the older Americ
key to his medicare protection.
Because of the importance of
medicare to all Americans, everya
one 65 or over, everyone with
parent 65 or over, and anyone who
health
is thinking about his future
care needs, will want to know how
the program is going to work. So
that people may have the information ahead of time, Charles Whit-

On July 1st, about 19 million olded
er Americans will be protect
insurunder medicare's hospital
milance program. More than 19
lion—the 9 out of 10 — who have
y
signed up for the supplementar
medical insurance will also have 151,
s
docof
t
paymen
the
for
The medicare handbook explain
on
protecti
of how the Iwo health insurance plans
tor bills and a wide variety
are
s
if
service
even
what
s,
service
tells
and
l
work
other medica
be
.
covered and how payments will
they do not go to the hospital
tra- made. ft also includes a copy of
The Social Security Adminis
for the simple form to be used in retion, the agency responsible
g payment of doctor's bills
running medicare, has been hard questin
informr
under the medical insurance proat work since last summe
their gram.
ing Americans 65 or over of
ng
The handbook also has a listing
rights under medicare, enrolli
l in- of all the Blue Shield and private
medica
ry
volunta
the
them in
the insurance organizations that will
surance plan, and setting up
roll be handling medical insurance
machinery that will begin to
claims, so beneficiaries can quickin the 1st of July.
ly see where to send their payHospitals, doctors, insurance orhome
ed ment claims for doctor bills,
s
ganizations have been consult
t- health services, and other service
formula
in
part
taken
have
and
supplementary
in- included in the
ing the policies for the health
plan.
,urance program, and all policies
is
"Your Medicare Handbook"
have been considered by the Health
indesigned as a ready source of
Consy
Advisor
s
Insurance Benefit
each
for
e
guidanc
and
formation
2i1. a 16-member group, appointed
person covered by medicare. Along
ander the law to advise on mediwith the red, white, and blue
policy.
rare
identification
insurance
health
Records have been set up for
OFFICERS ARE REQUIRED
DepartAll officers in the State
d
ment of Corrections are require
ice
-o attend an annual in-serv
raining program conducted by naional authorities on crime and delinquency.

Congratulations

will
Donald L. Rice, of Hickman,
from
receive his B. S. degree
toWestern Kentucky State College
the
morrow, June 3. He is among
gradube
will
who
tes
candida
700
ated from Western.

W. Like Bananas"

—
aker, social security district man- 'PATS' EVERETTS
a
tcrtatinratt frost rags (mat
ager in Paducah, has prepared
the
on
series of articles based
Farm Bureau, today
will Obion County
medicare handbook. The News
urged all interested Farm Buerau
print the series over the new few members to _obtain tickets.
730
weeks
The dinner will begin at
Friday and will feature
Readers may want to clip, save, p. 'm.
ham, chicken, barbecued
and discuss the articles as they country fish, with all the trimappear. The social security office ribs and
mings.
any
people are ready to answer
A well-rounded program is being
may come up.
questions
that

"Super-Right" Meats!

What
overs now
bride should know!
Let's see!
His shirts...starch or no starch?
His eggs...sunnyside up or over lightly?

PORK LOIN SALE!
7-RIB
ROAST

CENTER CUT

Pork
Cho1 ps

LOIN ROAST lb. 49t
Quarter Pork Lointb:gr" Es 65t
Rib Half Pork Lola"' ki.654
End Cuts Lb 49t Loin Half Pork Loin. '"..L..7.5t
41utterflyu$1.39 Pork Cube Steaks
RIB lb. LOIN lb.

79t89t

SA

RIGHT \

SUP

ERS
FRY 4 ALL

AUNISbliGiR
R.
.
.,Tu
11
:,
011

.
otIC/RD DOLOGHN.s”f

Knowing these things is important.
can trust
Knowing this is importatit,tao: ALP is a store you
Brides have been doing it for over a century.

USDA Grade A
Whole

As a matter of fact,nobody has ever had
more brides walk down their aisle than ALP.

POICUI

Jr Di
Varoft

Sliced Bacon
[GOOD I* b. $129
LII,
(1.1.h. Rol A P

Lb.

SOPER THICK SLICED
RIGHT
IV •
Jilit)
' al"

Cut-Up
Tray-Pak
Us. 35c

We think it's important for brides,
trust,
new or old,to find a store they can
is totally guaranteed.
buy
they
to know that everything

LOI

EN'

'
21t, 814
r

Fresh Fruits &Vegetables!

39t
Lemons
Tomatoes. RZL, 29c1 Corn
PineapplesVr3
Ear
\
68c
Potatoes 10"
$

That's ALP Policy.
it, ALP guarantees it.
No matter who makes it,if ALP sells
ALP? It's one of many.

IN141,.< If•

SWEET YELLOW

"Ki" 2°0 ".o."

5c

H SAVING PRICES
E A&P's LOW CAS
FINE GRANULATED
CHECK AND COMPARSOA
DETERGENT
LIQUID DETERGENT
P
BAR

SUGAR
Tide
Rinso
Cheer —..—
56t Aiax — 40.1
7cc
16e
81t
77

0.05. 1-0x.)
TOILET SOAPS
DOVE, FELS,
DOMINO
Kalloggs C0f111 Flakes ,1-0.n, 35t Camey-Lex-Woodbery
IVORY, JOY,
32t
Cash NMI Bouquet
Reneges All-Brea "4.
39t
""
134.
or Palmolive
"
Kelloggs Rice KrIspies
tUX, THRILL
110 ge S l
Pie. 0110 3et
COLONIAL
Kelloges Verloty Peck
VEL
OR
39t
i .
IA Lai $105
Kolloggs Frosted Flakes"
1 Pt 6 0.
P. 416
IV
DEODORANT SOAP
Reneges Special "K" 10%-oB,'
34e
ISO.. pi..
Dial-Lifebeey-Zest-Praise
Post Teasties
BROWN OR 10X
REG. to PAR 42t
Palmolive Gold
IVORY, JOY OR LUX YOUR
Quaker Oats MOE OR
ird
29c
Sulegu
1146
or
BOX
i-te.
Ralston Wheat Clisx
QUART
leo.. rt. 416
Both Sias
CHOICE/ ail
Whistles
E
BOTTL
Ber.
1134-ev. Pb.. 35c
Cheerios
24c
A‘• leverages Yen:"
COFFEE SAL
ALP
SPECIAL
0
S1.0
3;a:
LB.$
Pears'
SAVE
MILD L MELLOW
0
0
1.0
"33
BAG
Fig Barr"'

29t

39c

2

Bakery Buys!

than invest
Few questions will irk a new investor more
to make the imment timing. If everyone had his own genie
indeed.
few,
be
would
worries
our
,
possible
probable
world of makeBut genies belong to the never-never always be a right
believe, and the fact remains that there will
things.
doing
for
time
a
wrong
time and
However, in the world of
Investment, it need not be so
cut and dried. There is, in
fact, a way to diminish the
spectre of a poorly-timed
move. It is known as "dollarcost averaging," a time-tested
investment principle considerably less forbidding than its
name implies.
While fl-CA is available
and practiced in various
ways, there is probably no
other medium in which it is
more widely used than in the
medium of the mutual fund.
How does dollar-cost averaging work? It is simply the
buying offixed-dollar amounts
of securities at regular intervals, regardless of price levels, By doing this over a pen- han 2.6 million such plans in
od of time, it is a matter of erre.
Mutual funds today mansimple arithmetic that in
s fluctuating market more age assets valued at more
shares of stock are bought at than $35 billion. They do
ual
relatively lower prices than much more for the individfacthan just fret over time
higher ones,
Most mutual funds offer ac- tors and the like. An investprocumulation plans which per- ment in a mutual fund conrnit the investor to buy shares vides the individual with
periodically, in equal amounts, tinuous professional manageover a period of 10 or more ment—at reasonable cost—
of
years, thus effectively putting and the sound principle by
which,
RP good use the fl-CA prin. diversification,
r's dotinvesto
the
ing
?
spread
plans
such
popular
Are
eiple.
Statistics say they are. Ac- lar over a broad list of securirisk
cumulation plans are growing ties, helps to reduce the
a month inherent in all forms of inat the rate of 93,000 are
more vesLina.
and presently there

noral Wa
Jetted to
fire. cr
tank coin
3f ammo
Lance Co
maneuver
driver's
pletely di

Pis

CEREALS

A Question of Timing

Walker
arine Co
the N
eat for
The cIta
"For h
Ile serv
PanY
Third
onnectica
gains) I
Viet Coo
public of '
ember 10
In a sear

34.0e..89 A i
Dried Bwe;i
c Bologna__

t
CCO.1.7 1.1 TM' Gat•Ir AT

VIA BOOKMOBILE
FROM HERE TO ANYWHERE
the world of books which
—Two young Kentuckians explore
bring them. Library
State Library Service Bookmobiles
is special for readers
Week is April 17-23—but every week
go.
can
everywhere Kentucky Bookmobiles

Co
FULTON

with Com
km. Ninth

lb. 3

TIGHT

His coffee...a bit on the strong side?
His steak.. medium-rare or rare-rare?
His favorite pie.. apple or cherry?

Is this a good reason for shopping

Zallarger

made up of a
..ddress. by an orchestra
promised, ]
of well-known area musiccounty number
ng Hal Buroker, Chuck
es from se‘nral visiting
includi
ians,
Two
D. Bramham, Lioaell
,'arm Bureau presidents.
York Tinkle, W.
Laster
special guests will be Clyde
Jordan, Walter Janes, Bob
I
of
nt
preside
Pounds.
of Columbia, Tenn.,
, and and Charles
Bureau
Farm
see
Tennes
the
ge,
Members of the arrangements
William B. Cowan of LaGran
r
James Putman
Tenn., a West Tennessee membe committee include
Willie
board
of Dyer county, chairman,
of the state Farm Bureau
and Sonny
county
Obion
of
Sellars
rs.
of directo
d Paschall of Lake county.
Entertainment will be provide

3
3

2
White Bread Eight 0' Clock "
"Green Beams 77::.`"c.. 104
KS-YOUR CHOICE
`.1.° 3icI49t

ALP CANNED JUICES Si DRIN
Grope Drink
210A Grape Juice
FOR
Cake
Pineapple Grapefruit Drink itit
cal Punch::%.
c":"C Pineapple Juice ;,4z. Tropi
Donuts
s39c
"
Roll
n
Peca
Caramel
ES
IT'S COOK-OUT TIME! •IPLAY AWARDS & PRIZ

-0ZES39c
LOAV
R20
JANE P ARKE2
., $)
(s..,
MU/ PECAN GOLD

Dairy Foods

Special Cheese Sale
MILD CHEDDAR-BLOCK rfit
37
OR LONGHORN STYLE
lb.

Sharp Cheese g,=!:694
Cream Cheese
Margarine"un" S 99C

PLAY IT LIKE BINGO
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED To PLAY

ALP CHARCOAL
BRIQUETS
10-LB. BAG

53t

20-LI. BAG

BARBECUE

SAUCE

COMPLETE AND UNABRIDGED—THE UTILE & IVES
(

RS DICTIONARY
WEBANDSTE
HOME REFERENCE LIBRARY
PILLSBURYS BEST

Z.49c
:. 29C

EXTRA SLIPS TO HELP YOU WIN

EGGS
DOZ. 35c

APPLE SAUCE

Large. 2 dos. 85c

496

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!

FREE

SECTION ONE
WITH ANY PURCHASE

SECTIONS
2 THRU 20

99CEA.

2 PART BINDER

99' EA. PARTr

STRIETMANN

SUNSHINE

SCOTT
Waldorf
BATHROOM TISSUE BATHROOM TISSUE
4-ROLL 148c
2 Rolls _ 27c 4, PKG. 7

Zesta Crackers Hydrox Cookies
16-0Z. A
16-0Z. 023c

784

8°A FLAA`toR3'pkoLg'89t

94

Scott Towels
,Flour
BOX
4,0
51%58C Big Roll _ 33c
10X
OFF)
B,ISIVVit
SAVE
AND
OP
SEE-SH
4 - COME
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. JUNE
PILLSBURY MOIST
PILLSBURY
Dow
STARKIST
Comet Rice
BLUE BONNET
Cake Mixes
Sweat 10
BATHROOM CLEANER
GRAIN
LONG
LIQUID
Tuna
Light
e
arin
Marg
El,
EN
T
SWEE
CHUNK
LIGHT
A
17-0Z.CAN
Wi0
LI.BOX
Of OFF)
6.0Z.10t.
c 6%).. 38c 9'et 58c
SELF Ci.R. An/.
FUSING

Lb 27

on

2

4qt

pr

se
OU

P1

Cl

- WIN UP TO $1000

GRADE "A"
Med.S.

954

Ot, 356
ALP LIGHTER
MONDER FOIL75 Ft. Roll 59t
AAISI PAGE 35-0. Sot

Peaches r..;t:',
Tea Bogs
Tomato Juice

ME

Ex-Fulton Man Awarded
Commendation Medal
-James
FULTON, Ky.,
Walker of the United States
trine Corps has been presentthe Na v y Commendation
I for service in Viet Nam
The citation reads:
"For heroic achievement
bile serving as a member of
pany B, Third Tank Banal, Third Marine Division in
connection with operations
against insurgent Communist
(Viet Congt forces in the Republic of Viet Nam. On 3 September 1965, while participating
in a search and clear mission
with Company A, First Battalion, Ninth Marines, Lance Corporal Walker's tank was subjected to intense small arms
11 r e, critically 'rounding the
tank commander. For • period
approximately 30 minutes,
Lance Corporal Walker calmly
maneuvered his tank, with his
driver's hatch unbuttoned, completely disregarding the contin-

ucais small arms and subw
quent mortar fire that rained
on his vehicle.
"During this period, his tank
received three direct hits from
enemy Almm mortars. in spite
of this fire, he maintained complete control of his vehicle, maneuvering with dispatch to optimum firing positions in order
to allow the maximum tirirpower of the tank to be brought to
bear on the enemy.
"As the battle subsided, he
assisted in loading wounded
aboard his tank, and physically
held one wounded Marine aboard
while maneuvering the tank to
the aid station in the rear. By
his calm efficiency and courageous actions throughout, Lance
Corporal Walker upheld the finest traditions of the United
States Naval Service.
He is the son of Mr. anti
Mrs. Jim Walker, Water Valley Route 1,

LOUNGE Open S be 12

ENTERTAINMENT
Tv as
Thais.s.
Sat.

Today's Teens Need Hitching Posts
Too many of ii'daYs teen age,
"
are in danger of being lost permanently to the world of fun-morality.
a,, tiding to a noted author and
lecturer.
Clif ton Fadiman. Humanities
Consultant for Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc., 'tarns that
youngsters from fifteen to eighteen
arc niost vulnerable to seduction by
the post 3 PM world of the true
and the hopped up sports car.
"During this plastic period the
boy Or girl may be muted one way

NS Names
Girl Stater

at all times

Percussion'
Jr. Blaylock
Various Bends

. THLII1SDAY .11."NE 2, 1966

BIG HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES
FRENCH FRIES
AND TRY OUR
HO,MADE CHILI
5e-ood
coffee, tool

Mahlon, Julian and Audell Stroud are the
proud barbers where barbering is an art and
service is a pleasure. "We need your head in
our business!"
These 3 brothers have the combined experience of 55 years. They have modern
equipment and the expert ability to cut your
hair any style you wish.

Christina McKinney,(laugh
ter of James S. McKinney of
South Fulton,haas been chosen as
South Fulten High School's delepte to the 20th annual Volunteer
Girls State program to be held
next week on the Middle Tennessee State University campus
in Murfreesboro.
Her alternate is Peggy June
Sturgis, daughter at Mr. and
MTS. Melvin Sturgis of South
Fulton.
The South Fulton delegate
will be one of seven juniors
from Oblon county schools to
attend the annual event, sponsored across the state by the
American Legion Auxiliary.
Her local sponsor is South Fulton American Legion Post No.
43.
Miss McKinney, a member
of the Future Homemakers of
America, has held the offices
of PRA president and historian
and has served as historian for
the Chinn FHA sub-region. She
has Served as both vice president and reporter of the student
council, held• number of(ekes
In the 4-H organization and tea
member of the CMGs, County
4-H Honor Club.
The delegate, an honor student. Is a member of the Beta
club, the eenoel paper staff,the
Explorettes and the Campus
Teens. As a freshman,she was
chosen a class favorite and
served the class AB reporter.
She recently was chosen coeditor of the high school annual
for next year.
Miss McKinney is an active
member of the Fire Baptist
Church in Fulton where she
serves as pianist for the junior
choir and Is a member of the
youth choir.
Miss Sturgis, who ranks
scholastically among the top six
in her class, has long been active in 4-11 work and has won
many awards. She tsa member
cd the 4-H Honor Club.
She is parliamentarian ot the
Obicm FHA sub-region and vice
president of her FHA chapter,
reporter for the student council, a member of the Beta club,
the Campus Teens, the high
school newspaper staff, newlyelected member of the annual
staff and sec retary of the Junior
Livestock AWL

Miss Sturgis serves as
pianist, teacher of the Junior
class, president andactlngsecretary Of the Methodist Youth
Fellowship organization at her
church, the Chapel Hill Methodist Church.

or another. If they are captured by
the ssorld of passive entertainment.
they ,,ay eventually operate all
their lit es at intellectual low-throttle.- he said.
"The high school student, fortified with little or no perspective, is
quite naturally persuaded that only
the present exists," he said.
But Fadiman believes that for all
their rebelliousness, high scho ti I
youngsters are desperately seeking
something to which they can attach themselves

— Fiesta Burger
— Hamburgers

:REFRESH',
with

SNOOPY COlfPUTER
HOUSTON
— Gordon
Jewelry Corp. of Houston says
It has installed the first inventory-control data processing
system to be used in the jewelry industry.
It consists of a romPuter
capable of determi it immediately the dollar v e of each
item of jewelry in stock, its
location, specific s ,e, color,
manufacturer and t
erouping .

Delicious Foods,
Drinks and Desserts

WHAT'S
BEHIND THE
KEYHOLE OF
YOUR CLOSET?
•At this time of year
your fabric finery is
vulnerable to moth
damage.
Nit tit Ile Isms fillet
Now-your garments are
fully protected against
TOM damage by our
complete clrycleaning
service. Between dry.
cleanings, your fine cloth.
ing is continuously protected by our drycleaning
process against the ravages
of moth larvae, and assures
you that your wardrobe will
be ready to wear anytime.
This added service is yours
at no extra charge. Another
"professional plus" by your
finest professional drycleaner.

Phone 472-3657
Your Business Is Appreciated — Billy Gilbert. Mr.

Julian Stroud, own•e, is *leased to introduce his brothers and
such • new and modern shop Co Yee.

ood Parts Are Essential!
Parts and Service go hand
in hand for efficient autoChuck keeps tabs on all
Pontiac-Rambler parts for
your quickest possible
repairs.

Then you know it's Quality Chekdi
That means unique flavors. Like our Strawberry Sherbet
with Vanilla Ice Cream. We use a whole pound of ripe red
strawberries in every gallon of sherbet we make.Then we blend
with our creamy vanilla ice cream to bring you a dessert that's
half red Strawberry Sherbet and half Vanilla Ice Cream.
Next time you shop, remember that ours is one of the
select dairies authorized to carry the Quality Chekd label.
It does make a difference.

VANILLA/STRAWBERRY
ICE CREAM /SHERBET MI

— DISTRIBUTED BY —

Pure Milk Company
FULTON, KY.

DIAL 472-3311

Policies Sold
To Women

June 2, 1966

Fulton, Ky.

NEW YORK — Women buy
three out of 10 new ordinary
life insurance policies in the
United States.

Fulti

VOIR ACTION'
Use the Classifieds!

OPEN EVERY NIGHT

Stax

1.1 /
1
41

Page 2
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ilII 111,1.

'

Fulton • Union City Nisheray

Make
Cooking
a Pleasure

ALWAYS
TWO TOP FEATURES
THOR - SAT
June 2, 3, 4
lames Stewart
Carroll Raker
In
"CHEYENNE
AUTUMN"

Borneo UNDER AUTHORITY OF INC COCA•COU1 COMPANY
By
THE FULTON COCA•COLA BOTTLING COMPANY'

AND
LOOKING FOR
LOVE"
Starring
Connie Francis
Jim Hutton

Fresno Catsultd
Nagle Pupates:Raw

FRIDAY

SUN - MON - TUBS JUNE 5, 6, 7, 8

Tarter loads
Prielldt

NIGHT
ec"

Frank Sinatra
Dean Martin
In
"MARRIAGE ON
THE ROCKS"
AND

FISH
FRY!

"YOUNG RACERS"
Starring
Mark Damon
t%illiam Campbell

MURRAY STATE AWARD WINNERS—Winners of allMlie
swards at Murray State's annual ail-sports banquet
non
(tmet yew) Jim Freeman, most valuable trackman
and 01/
WINN' a the outstanding athlete award, and Lynn
Newels.
mut nimbi* player on the geit team. second now, Nab
•-••

Dial 471-1851 Opals 11.18

Murray State
Plans Driver
Safety Seminar

THURSDAY
THRU
SATURDAY

TECHNICOLOR.
ALAN LADD, JEAN ARTHUR,
VAN HEFLIN

FP"":"I'llit

SUNDAY THRU TUESDAY

%ma_

Now Tom and
.

TOM

•

byside!-

g1minmat,
DOUCE

Jones
WV WPM
iItfl NAIRN

p.

MURRAY, Ky. — Murray
State University has received
a grant from the National Cornmission on Safety Educaticsi to
conduct an advanced seminar In
driver and safety educatiori,
Aug. 8-26.
The National Commission
on Safety, a part of the National Assn.. IS supported by a
grant from the Chrysler CorPoratIon Fund.
The course, one of 20(0 be
conducted by the safety council.
Is designed to Improve driver
and safety education in the nation's schools and will emphasize curriculum dess
!
lopment In
the held.
Participants will be ccilege
and high school teachers advt..
ver education. Those selected
will receive a stipend for $200,
which will cover all expenses.
Dr. Donald Clemens, ni the
Murray School of Education,
will direct the seminar. Possible participants may write
him for further information on
the course. However, application forms should go to the
Commission on Safety.

510 12 p. ra.
All you can oat $1.25
Childr*n 751.

McPbanom, most valuable basketball player, Charlie Mitchell. most valuable football stayer. and co-whwer of the outstanding athlete award, Mickey Martin, most valuable baseball player and the scholastic athlete award, and Dave Gaup.
taus, outstanding freshman award.

DERBY
•••

astailialatainteaLSOL

ANNUAL
LAYAWAY
BLZIKET SALE!
$1c* Holds Your Choice III November

100% COTTON THERMAL BLANKETS
Cool for summer use. yet warm enough for
winter! Two weights — Fashion Colors.
Thom&

i
, rAmarwarAmminemaimitdrIMAINIONI

ffesiroimirAsiOulsounwelINIMPI
l
ONINPoimw

HIRSCH'S
IYEEK.7, END

$
6
"
723190 - Inch size with
matching nylon binding.
The ideal all-seasest blow
White and colors.

km.

Girls Shoes

DRESS OXFORD

Patents
Black - White - Pink - Blue

Size 6% To 10

Hainsfee
Cluollry

$399

rs

liens

Ealsoss. E

Photos Courtesy Paritx•h Sun.Democret

6 to 2

$7e0

Sold colors and colorful
doodling..

F1BERWOVEN
CHATHAM BLANKETS

Broken Sizes
Reg. $9.95

721.
410-Indt size with nylon binding.
UM free
.. ti4Pver needle kinks.

$1.88

11

oe

liens

Ladies Flats

Summer Scanda

Black and Bone
Sizes 4 to 9

Beg. 12.00
Sizes 6 to 12

Designed for comfort, style
and beauty. Assorted
colors and prints with 100%
nylon binding.

$3.00 Reduced To

$1.88

Automatic Electric Blankets

$5.00 Reduced To

Guaranteed 2 Full Years!

$3.88

P.M. HIRSCH a CO.
307 Broadway
Soutft_Eulion

CR te 6 - Nosy Thru Thurs.

'I
AwirarAgardirligliinniarrourArativararArAmsdnilor

3
3

$999

4,1

ANI

AttracHvo
Gift Boxed

1488

$

-.-phis

distwol `41/e/VY
soli sod
1.146
"Nber4Ise to awn kr▪
broAy. kid aim
sad mien. Nylon bawd.
IN
▪ ISM 0•101016

II:30 to II . Fri. • So.

diniaisirAratarAionnarArAirAraurAvarar

EVERWARM
rely-Wrapped

CHATHAM THERMAL WEAVE
BLANKETS

,

Double bed size single control.
Excellent for wedding
gifts. Unconditionally guaranteed
for two full years .. .
a now blanket free if it isn't satisfac
tory. Assorted colors,
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POTNOW %ZOO

7*.NO WINNER LAST WEEKaPITCOULD BE YOURS!
::-PRizet teed. Tikuntuctom June 2 tivtatuait Sat. June 4th
I
. .r1;.E:WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS-ACRES OF FREE PARKING...%%3:A
Fill Your Freezer While These Low Prices Last

BREAST
LEGS•THIGHS
WINGS
gACKS....,
GILZAR
DS
LIVERS

Swift's

LL

15 oz. Can

Spag and /4-Balls 3for $1.00
Swifts OZ

W. 39c Peanut Butter 2 1-2 lb.jar 99c
Swifts

Pride of Illinois

4 oz. Can

M oz. jar 39c Viennas Sausage 5 for $1.00
Allen's

15 oz. Cans

Nix Vegetables 8 for $1.00

Cracker
lb box 31c Pork and Beans 16 oz.can 10c A-Jax Powders
Pledge . 7oz. can 69c Peaches
. $1.19
...4 For $1.09 Fishsticks
Glo-Coat Wax 27oz. can 69c Drinks
Qt. 39c Cream Pies.... 3 For $1.00
Johnsons — SAVE 20c

Hunt's The Finest

Johnson's — SAVE 30c

Root Beer — Orange — Grape

29 oz. Cans

5 Lb. Box

Pet Ritz

Open All Day Sunday
Come Shop Relax...SAVE

Acres of F-R-E-E
Parking
Piggly Wiggly So. Fulton

Prices In This Ad
Good thru Sat. Jtme 4

Wed. Always S & H Double Store Hours Mon. Thru
Thurs. 8-8 Fri. & Sat. 8-9
Stamp Day
Sunday 9 - 7
s4\•

Fulton, Ky.

June 2, 1966

1680 Hatch First
LONDON—The world's first
match was Invented in 1680 but
It was costly, dangerous and
irr;ractical. The first really
useful matches were known as
friction matches; these were
first made by an Englishman,
John Walker.

TRUCK
• TRACTOR
Free Installation
Free Balancing
Fully'Warranted
•
ALL POPULAR SIZES
Terms To Suit

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative
399 Central Ave. 479-2352
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WSCS Names
Neto Fulton
Officers
FULTON, Ky..
The
organizational meeting for the
Woman's Society of Christian
Service of the South Fulton
Methodist Church was held Mrs.
Edwin Diggs, wife of the Paris
District superintendent, presid.
mg.
Mrs. filenn Walker was elect- eel pre6dent of the societ y:
Mrs. W. W. Jetton, vice president: Mrs. C. D. Jones, recording secretary, and Mrs. Vernon.
Robey, treasurer.
Other officers are: secretary'
of program material, Mrs. W.
W. Jetton; secretary of spiritual
life. Mrs. Danny Underwood;
Isecretary of missionary education. Mrs. Gerald Barnard: SPCretary of supply work, Mrs. Elsie Provow: secretary of Christian social relations, Mrs. Jess
Parham: secretary of membership cultivation, Mrs. Mary Jane
Vincent: secretary of literature
and publications, Mrs. Vernon
Robey: chairman of sick card
!committee, Mrs. Elizabeth Copten: chairman of nominating
committee, Mrs. Carrot Barnard, with committee members.
Mrs. Vernon Robey, Mrs. Elsie
Provow, Mrs. Mary Jane Vincent and Mrs. Elizabeth Coplen.
All officers are expected to attend the workshop on June 2 at
930 a m. at the Paris First
Methodist Church. Those attending will bring a neck lunch for
the noon hour.
The next meeting will be Mon- 1
day, June 6. following a potluck!
supper at the church.

Garage

I

Specializes In

0"
`."
t ,--.h .

k

)( ALIGNMENT
'# MOTOR TUNE-UP I
BRAKE WORK

Cecil will be haply to check the alignment of
your car — FREE!
Next door to Trees & Menees Ser. Sta.

Lake St.

ard111.1111209MAYINIPARIVAMIAIFIFIrAIIIMIIIIAMPL

k

IMIKIP

Cooleratore
Air Conditioner

Fultut

Miss Hall Engaged To Carroll Hubbard Jr.

FULTON, Ky.,
-Highlighting the 'annual Carr Elementary Honors Day program,
certificates of graduation were
presented to the 5,5 members of
the eighth grade graduating
class by Principal Charles
Thomas.
Amencan Legion awards to
the outstanding boy and girl
in the 8th grade went to Faye
Ruddle, all - A student, a n d
;daughter of Mr."and Mrs. Newton Huddle, and David Poundem, son of Mr. and Mrs. D. 0.
Pounders. Winners of the medals
are chosen for scholarship.
courage, patriotism, sacs ice and
honor. They are selected by
the members of the class. The
medals have been given annually at Carr Elementary
since 1929.
Three eighth grade graduate,
were recognized for outstanding
scholarship—lCaren Rice, Fik!.e
Huddle and Kirk Dixon, with all
A's for the year.

East Germans Show
Two Faces To Jews
MUNICH—The East German
Communist regime..anxious to
disassociate itself from nazism,

Seton Hall I'.
Plans Expansion
SOUTH ORANGE, N.J.
— Sewn Hall University has
announced a 515-million development program designed to
give the school the largest expansion in its 109-year history.
The announcement came from
Bishop John J. Dougherty. Satan Hall's president.

MAYFIELD, Ky..
Melba Ruth Holt, 18, ai Unites
was selected as Graves County
Dairy Princess Friday night.
Miss Holt, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Holt of Lowes, will
represent Graves County In the
district contest in October, competing with girls from Ballard.
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton. Hickman. McCracken and Marshall
counties.
Miss Phyllis Canter, 18, of
Cuba was named runner-up. She
Is a daughter of Mrs. James Catster of Cuba,
The contest is sponsored annually by the Graves County
Farm Bureau. The selection was
made at a dinner meeting of the
organization.
gives lavish signs at officially
recognizing the tiny Jewish community left in East Germany—
no more than 1,600 people. Yet
It continues propaganda attacks
on Israel, Radio Free Europe
reports.
_

7:61,
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LOOK FOR THE
6S

ON THE HEEL'

21"
COLOR
TELEVISION
CONSOLE

3
6S

6S

LENNOX

114 Lake St.

P•F Fly•rs
orortk cult,,..
Peentleitiee

HEAT-PUMPS
ELECTRIC FURNACES
ALL NEW
GAS PACK UNIT

ROMEO, Fla.—Romeo is on
U.S. 41 near Ocala, and 7.3
miles down the road is Juliette
The towns are said to be named
after a tragic romance in which
boy and girl were separated by
their families as in Shakespeare's play. How Juliet came
tO be spelled Juliette is a toys-

65
65

AIR CONDITIONERS

Romeo Near Juliette

The P F on the heel stands I
POSTURE FOUNDATION —
'gdwedge thot decreases
and leg strain
h•lps
sters ran their fastest lo
Bong in the children for P
flyers today!

64

64

64

F. H A. APPROVED

Smallman Sheet Metal
FULTON. K1'.

PHONE 472-1912

FAMILY
SHOE
STORE
Fulton, Ky.

ALUMINUM LAWN CHAIRS
6 STRAPS--'3.38
ALUMINUM CHAISE LOUNGE
7 STRAPS
GIBSON
14
Cubic Foot
Frost Clear
Refrigerator
Freezer

15-9)
95
Fulton,

6S t

GAS FURNACES

The wedding will be at 4.30
pm. August 20. at First Baptist Church, Metropolis,

VINYL
HIDE A BED

Wades Prices Are Usually Below
Wholesale Due To Quantity
Purchases Direct From Factories

6S a

4S

Lone Oak Elementary School.
Mr. Hubbard. a partner in
Ike Mayfield law firm of Neely,
Reed & Hubbard. is a graduate
of Georgcoa‘n College and the
University of Louisville School
of Law. He is a member of
The Bachelors C:ub of LOWSville, Kappa Alpha and Phi Alpha Delta frateinities and is
the current pfesident of the
Mayfield Rotary Club Mr. Hubbard, grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs Gus Shelton of Fancy
Farm, Route I. is a part-time
instructor in American Government at Murray State University.

8,600 BTU
$179 95
16,500 BTU
$23995
20,000 BTU . . . . $259.95
22,500 BTU
$289 95
Installed and Serviced
by WADES

$5995 set $38888,

"TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"

Lowes Girl
Is Dairy
Princess

MISS JOYCE LYNN HALL
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd B. Hall,
6t0 Girard Street, Metropolis,
Illinois. announce_ the engagement of their daughter, Miss
Joyce Lynn Hall, to Carroll
Hubbard. Jr , Macedonia Road.
Mayfield, Kentucky, son of Dr.
and Mrs. Carroll Hubbard of
Oak Ridge. Tennessee. formerly
of Murray and Louisville.
Miss Hall, who attended
Southern Illinois University and
Paducah Jr. College where she
she was a member of Pi Alpha
Lambda sorority, is a senior elementary education map,- at
Murray State University. where
she will graduate in January,
1967. Miss Hall is currently
"Miss Paducah" and uas 1963
Illinois State Fair Queen. She
will practice teach this fall at

3 Rooms Furniture
($28888)) aYe
Innerspring
MATTRESS
AND
MATCHING
BOX SPRINGS

Honors Day Procram
Is Held At Fulton

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
—A man on his way to
1hE.
-t.."7-4
,
court to pay XS an three
trek%
tic tickets faced a new charge.
His car ramnied the rear
Judge Lawrence Benkama
auto.

$24995,
45 Pc. Melmac Dinnerware 12_9 set

Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery

Phone

472-1501

"TRAD

WITH WADE AN

.doill.11-1f•

Pniminnillin afkrmsast

64

64

Fulton. Ky
Mich.
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Witnesses Plan
Murray, Ky., I
June Meeting

three trati:
„'S

Benham*

1

EXUM TV AND
ELECTRIC SERVICE

REDUCE!
with Slender•X in I able! or chewing
uin form. Now it unable at
,:oU'lliti:DE DRUG

40:0

CONVALESCENT ITEMS
Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers,
etc. are for rent or for sale at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG — 479-2262.
SERVICES. Those of you who
have some service to offer have art
opportunity in classifieds. Do you
paint? do alterations? fix bicycles?
babysit? Make that spending money — use Shopper classifieds!

t.

stands I.
ION —
'totes f
elps you
1st lo
en for F-

AMILY

OE
TORE
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65 CHEVROLET Impala 2-dr
hardtop, 4-speed; Yell.*
65 PLYMOUTH fl
da 2
dr hardtop; red inside and
out; 1.41 Tenn. car with
lass than 11,000 miles
64 CHEVROLET Belair
sedan, power steering, air
conditioned; whits. outside.
64 CHEVROLET Impala con.
vertiblit. power steering;
white with blue trim; • Wool 1-ownor car
64 CHEVROLET eclair 4-dr
soden; Rod& white, air can.
ditionigl; power steering Si
brakes; Ky. car
44 CHEV II Nova 4-dr sedan;
grey, powerglidt; blue in
out; Ky. car.
64 CHEVELLE Soper Sport 4seded; red outside.
;43 CORVAIR 44r; pegerglide,
: while aub1140; Ky. car
109
1:11
rewe
Tenn. car
1
IONAL SCOUT,
eivalsool &iv*, locking trent
hubs, removalidi top, pewee
take-off, one owner. Ky.
tag; under 20,000 miles.
PONTIAC convertible, pow.
es steering, white outside;
Ky. ear.
CHEV II Nora 4-dr. wagon;
white with red inside; local;
low mileage; Fulton Ky.
car.

CHEVROLET
Eclair
V8
straight; white; Ky. car.
CHEVROLET Eclair 6-cyl
straight shift; Ky. Car.
CORVAIR Melds, 4-speed;
white outside.

SID

41sed Car lot 472.3242 Fulton
44ain office 472 2466
Ilis Heattscott — Aubrey Taylor — Larry Seay — Glenn
')taulkner; Dwain and Dan Taypr

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

so T

PAINT
PERFORMANCE

4

GUARANTEED!
aniannag

"CREAM OF THE
CROP"
63 BELAIR 2-door, 1-owner;
air conditioning
62 FALCON; Burke Seatx.
like new
62 PLYMOUTH 4 - door
Belvedere
61 FORD 4-door; automatic
60 PLYMOUTH Valiant station
wagon; nice
60 CHEVROLET 4-door station
wagon
40 CORVAIR; automatic, clean,
1 owner
40 FORD station wagon
60 GALAXIE V-8; Automatic
40 STUDEBAKER, OD St. Dr.
40 FALCON 2-door, black,
straight
59 CHEV Impala 4-dr; V-8,
automatic
59 CHEV wagon, 4-door
SS BUICK 2-door
THUNDERBIRD
57 CHEV. 6-cyl automatic

4$ FORD Galaxi•
tible,
310, cruiserriatic; dark blue
65 CHEVELLE Malibu supersport; buck•1 seats; 6; 4speed
45 FORD 4-door: extra nicel
64 GALAXIE hardtop, black,
red interior - 390 • 3 speed
64 FORD XL-390; 4-speed; red
and white
64 FORD 4-door hardtop, 0;
power stewing, 1 owr
61 FORD 4-door sedan; air
conditioned, clean, Tovnett
63 FAIRLANE $OO 2-door hardtop V8; straight shift; extra
cliar
63 CHEVROLET 13•I Air Sedan
62 CHEVROLET 6, straight
shift. Turquoise; extra nice
62 FORD 3-sit•1 wagon. extra
clean, I. cruisornatic, power
62 GALAXIE 111, cruisematic,
power, 1 owner; rod lli whit•
62 FAIRLANE SOO VI; straight
shift, • I-owner local car
61 Ford Wagon, automelc and
power
60 CHEV IMPALA hardtop 4door; extra clean
59 Ford pickup, 6-cyl.
CHEV
58
BELAIR sedan, nice
6 I-

54 FORD truck, 6-cyl; geed
condition
52 DODGE Van
SO GMC 3-4-ton; hydraulic lift
on rear
20-25 other oars, trucks

WILSON MOTORS
Dial 4753362
US 45-5/ Bypass, North

Add Dutch Boy PSI to
Dutch Boy Latex House
Paint and it's guaranteed
not to peel from sound,
previously painted surfaces. Just register at our
store, follow directions,
and the guarantee is good
for five full years.

'Fats' Has New
Opponent In
Halls Mayor

Dutch Boy Latex House
Paint makes the d ifference.
See us for all your paint
needs and for sound painting advice.

HALLS--The Mayor of this
west Tennessee city has ensconced hbs candidacy for
the Democratic nomination
for the ilth District Ccingressional seat now held by
Robert A. (Pita) Everett,
of Union City.
'Thire are issues that
should he brought before the
people," Hall said this week
In announcing his candidacy,
"And I truly believe that
the voters at the SightlConlaassitanal Disigriot
be °awed on OPPeeRied candithate."

SIMONS PAINT AND
WALLPAPER STORE
167 E. State

Lie,

Ph. 47/4124

Dull It Ho, Mort. ye,• to the

.4104 MIMIN.0.41=1..1.19.

VARDEN
FORD SALES

P`

For The

BEST

Mayfield Highway
Fulton Phone 472-1621
Glenn Starks,
Grady and Gaylen V•rdien

CLEANEST

1
i

Old Bill hes a white 1944 Ford
Country Sedan that would make
• swell buy. Its equipped with 1
automatic drive and it also has
• radio. For a good buy see 01'
Bill_

F11111111111E

BARGAINS OF THE WEEK!

P

Window fan .
912
General Elected Steve ., _... US
tiring room suite
$15
Cushion Floor
$2.25 a sq. yd.
Dixie Gas R•ng•
$75
Bar stools
V a ohms

USED FETRNITITRE

Deluxe Frost Clew Gibson
Refrigerator
$159.95
DeLums Frost Clear Gibson
Refrigerator
$189.95
DoLuxo Frost Cheer (Mum
R•frig•r•tor
$199.95

buy it at

at Ken-Tenn Auto Sales I
m•rm...11MIK wit,

Raymond D. Steele, presiding minister for Jehovah's Witnesses in Union CIty, announced
today that several members of
the local congregation are making preparations to attend their
semi-annual circuit assembly
which carries the theme,"make
Disetplas of People of All the
Nations", to be held in Murray,
Ky.
According to Mr. Steele, the
three-day assembly will begin
June 10, at the Murray High
School, Main at 0th Street. Advanc• request; for overniebt
illeCOM03140011 indicate
that
approximately 500 Persona
from parts of Tennessee cid
Kentucky will attend the gathr rinc.
"Because commercial facilities In Murray will be filled
to overflowing, many &tiepins
will be placed in guest rooms
In private homes," Mr. Steele
commented. "To obtain the
many necessary rooms, we
understind that Witnesses from
Murray have been conducting a
laity tous•-to.house search
throughout the assembly city."
Principal speakers for the
assembly will be J. A. Hinderer,
district supervisor for Jehovah's Witnesses in this area,
and E.& Bennett,circuit super-

extra nice
44 FORD pickups, 121
61 (3) FORDS pickups

; TAYLOR
thev.-Buick.Inc.
FULTON KY

*
1**
.'".r...,i
. . . ., .

K

USED
CARS
6$ CHRYSLER 4-door
sedan;
geld color in and out; power
and air. T•nn. car. Come
and look at this car.
65 CHEVROLET pickup, red
whit.; long wide bed. Ky.
Truck.
CHEVELLE Super Sport,
354 hp, 4-soted; white with
black Inside- Ky. car.
6$ CHEVROLET pickup;
bronris in color; long wide
bed. rode. Ky.Truck.
45 CHEVROLET Super Sport
Inunda, 327 Imgine, power.▪
power steering white
tires
liS CHEVROLET VI, Pg. 4-dr
sedan, white outside; Tenn

In a hurry? Too busy to make
a dessert for Your family? Then
let Mrs. Violet Johnson do your
cooking for you. Mrs. Johnson
makes delicious' borne-made pies to
order. Just can her at 479-2183 and
your cooking's done!

EXCHANGE

wkDrs

Furniture Company
1

USED

F omit.re Shire
Fulton
Phone 4724421

Poeer Steering. V8 Engine, A nice car for only
63

AUCTION SALE

PLYMOUTH Belvedere, 4 dr Sedan, 6 cylinder, Automatic
Transmission, Power Steering, A perfect car for only $1195.00

Place: 101 Clinton, St. Hickman, Kentucky

SEE TILL ADAMS or BOB GLISSON

FULTON CAR MART. Fulton, Ky.::AMM::::;..

NOTICE
FRY AUTO PARTS
DUKE'S AUTO PARTS
JONES AUTO PARTS

Time: 9:30 A.K Jane 41i 1966
Big SHOOT Market filled with all kinds of Groceries,
here is the opportunity of a life time to buy at bid
any and all kinds of canned goods. cigarettes. chewing tobacco, etc.
After selling groceries we will offer the following described supermarket equipment.
22 Foot poen top vegetable box (Fredrick)
10 Foot open too vegetable box (Fredrick)
10 Foot open too Moat Box (McCarty)
12 Foot open top vegetable box
(McC•ry)
Delon Scabs (like new)
Hobart meet slicer (now)
1 14 feet meat box
(McCary)
1 Toledo Scales
1 Slab meat cutter
1 National Cash Register
12 Grocery Carts (like witw)
1 Set warehouse scales
Several nice store shelves in pod shape
Several used TV's
Several utsd Retrig
1
1
1
2
1

And Mans other articles too numerous to mention

The eauipment will be sold at 1:30 P. M.

Will close on Saturdays at 12 Noon instead of at 4 P. M. beginning Saturday. June 4. Anyone needing parts is requested to
call before noon on Saturdays.

Owner: Mr. and Mrs. Herman aaddy
238-2292
Sales Mgr. Harmil K. Hastings Ph. 236-2202
Clerk: Dewey Johnson Ph. 472-3503
Cashier: Mrs. Wiry Virginia Johnson
Auctioneers: John B. Stavton, James P. Johnson

Miss Humphreys
Is Engaged To
Billy Latham

OSLO—Provision{figures for
1965 for Norwegian fisheries
show a total catch of 2,048,191
tons, the biggest ever.

-Mr.
CLINTON, Ky.,
and Mrs. Billy Humphrey of
Clinton Rt. 3, have announced
the engagement of their only
daughter, LaDonna Gene, to
Billy Dwain Latham, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Elmo Latham of Clinton Rt. I.
The bride-elect is a member
of the 1966 graduating class at
Hickman County High School.
Mr. Latham was graduated from
Hickman County High School
and is now attending Murray
State College.
A July wedding is planned.

'
RWO

MARTIN
SENOUR
PAINTS.

$2,500 At
Private College
ST. LOUIS—In 1965 the average annual cost for a student
at a good private U. S. collegel
was about 92,500 and at a Matel
university about $1,750.

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
ifinsmEniman

REAL BLUE FOR SALE
OL. C. W. BURROW and ROY D. TAYLOR. Brokers

HOUSES
One of the better homes in West
Fulton, has 4 bedrooms, 2 1-2
baths, 2-car enclosed garage, basement. Located close to Fulton High
and in walking distance of six
churches. Shown by appointment
only. Do not call owner.

Nice apartment house, one 3-room
apartment and one 5-room apn.rt7
ment, separate baths, all modern
interior Located on Walnut Street,

Good 2-bedroom housz on large lot
in Highlands. Also five extra lots
adjoining this property. Will sell all
Nice large house located in South or part.
Fulton. Has an extra lot. Reasonable price.
Nice large house in good repair on
Nice 2-bedroom house in Highland. one acre of land. Located on blackAttractively priced for quick sale topped road. Price is very reasonable.
-3 acres of land with large 3-bedroom house with den, living room. An extra good buy in a 2-bedroom
dining room, plenty of large closets, house and den in South Fulton.
2 baths, enclosed 2-car garage, and Well located.
a good 3-room tenant house, plenty
fruit trees, pecan trees. This is a Good 7-room house in excellent revery comfortable country home pair, 1 1-2 baths, central gas flea$
kr any size family Located with- In basernent, located on Walnu
in 1-2 miles of city limits. Ken- Street. Owner say sell Price is
right
tucky side.
Nice 3-bedroom house with den. Z 3-bedroom brick, den, dining room,
baths, carport, located in Country inside trim all walnut finish. Thin
is one of the best places around,
Club Court.
here Located on Highway 51 north
of Fulton.
If you are in the market for an
especially nice home sad car afford a home priced at $30,000 or 2-oedroons house with bath and
more. I can make you an attractive dining room, about 2 acres of land,
located in Crutchfield, Ky. Thia
loser
Good 5-room house located at 106
--Cedar Street, East Fulton. on nice Nice 3-bedroom brick
house
lot. Price is reasonable. •
large lot located in Dublin, Ky.
Price is right.
Beautiful new house, with 3 bed,
rooms and den in Howard hfilam Large house in good repair
locate
Subdivision. Very nice house.
on College Street, Kentucky side
Good house, large lot located on An outstanding house with 2 very'
Broadway, South Fulton. This place large bedrooms, large dining room,
oan be converted into commercial modern kitchen all in excellent reproperty. Priced right.
pair. Located on Green St . West
Fulton. Price is reasonab/e.
An extra good large house lo
cated on Arch Street, East Fulton Good 3-bedroom brick with base"
not far out and in the best of re ment on corner lot. Located
II
pau.
Highlands. Priced to sell.

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
Grocery store located in good
small town with living quarters
adjoining. Ideal business opportunities for someone who wants to
work.

Brewer Machine Shop, Mee large:
lot and good building. Property":
,
now rented.
'De Robert Goodwin Grocery
Store!.
b..ilding. Good location and priced,
for a quick sale.

FARMS
32 acres of good land, good house
and barn with modern conveniences. This is a very nice clean
place. Located one-tenth mile off
a black-topped road, north of Water
Valley, Kentucky.

320 acres of good hill land neer
Bardwell, Kentucky Price is right;
2 acres of land with new 3-bed..
room house located on a main highway Priced to sell

45 acres of good land with goodt
house located on East State Line,,
43 acres of good land with beauti- Tennessee
side.
ful building site located 1 1-4 miles
east of Fulton on Kentucky side.
25 acres of unimproved, land,..
beautiful building site. Located on;
144 acres of good hill land located Mullins School black-topped roadj3 miles north of Fulton.
west of Winer). Kentucky.
103 acres of good hill land located 15 acres of land with small houser
one mile north of Pilot Oak, Ken- Tenne
located 1-2 mile south
sseel
of Dukedom
tucky.
-285 acres of land, 100 acres of 99 acres of well improved
land in
which is branch bottom land and Hickman County
the remainder good hill land, located 3 miles east of Arlington,
100 acres of good bill land with
Kentucky.
new house and dairy barn. Local
60 acres 3 miles South East of rd on black-topped road. This farm
Wingo, Ky. good hill land fair im• is a good buy You can get posses.'
sion soon.
provcments.

BUILDINC LOTS
12 acres of land, 3-bedroom brick
home with 2 baths, located on E.
Beautiful building lots in Mca
State Line, Kentucky side. This is dowview Subdivision, Fulton, Kenan extea
good country home; tucky.
price is reasonable.
We can furnish you a location tor
We have other property for ..,:ale Your new home or build you a
not listed in this ad
house on your location

COL. C. W. BURROW and
ROY D. TAYLOR, Brokers
201 Commercial Avenue, Fulton, Kentucky
Telephone 472-1371
Nome phone - 472-2949

KU.S. Choice
HAND

PICKED SPECIAL

ROUNDLB.
E. W. JAMES & SONS
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

WINNER of $350.00
CASH JACKPOT
Mrs. Beulah Vowlin
Route I

W Ingo, Kentucky

FR
EE
Quality Stamps
With The Purchase
Murray's Home Style Cookies

Why Wait And Pay 10% To 15% More
On
Sunday ... SHOP EARLY AND SPEND
SUNDAY WITH YOUR FAMILY.

GIANT
FLAT
ggNG POWDER—P PEANUT BUTTER
WASHING POWDER.-280 SSAL
BLAUELPLAAD
ATE ORDRESSINGEKSEDSALING 39* EGGS
CHEER

WITF YOUR NO.6 COUPONS
YOU RECEIVED IN THE MAIL.

REGULAR SIZE BOX

GRADE A

UART

2' E TEA SPO
STEEL

•
NS

with Mb COUDMI and a $5.00 purchase,
excludIng milk & tobacco product
s.

,EXTRA LARGE, EXTRA
HEAVY,
THE FINEST THLS
YEAR.

Groceries Cost 10% To 15% More On Sunda
y.
Why Pay More When You Can Save ...
Shop E. W. James & Sons.
This Ad Good From Thursday, June
2 Thru Thesday, 1une 7,19E6,

